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Resumen

Esta tesis doctoral, presentada como compendio de artículos, explora los beneficios prác-
ticos del uso combinado de la optimización multi-objetivo con aplicaciones de simulación.

En esta tesis, con un caracter de aplicación, se aportan ideas prácticas sobre cómo
las meta-heurísticas combinadas con la simulación, es decir, la optimización de la simu-
lación, pueden proporcionar soluciones a problemas del mundo real. Esta tesis comienza
presentando un caso de técnicas de optimización multiobjetivo a través de la simulación
para ayudar a los directores de proyectos de software a encontrar las mejores configura-
ciones para los proyectos basados ITIL (Information Technology Infrastructure Library),
de manera que se optimicen las estimaciones de calendario para un proyecto determinado,
el tiempo y la productividad. Los datos de gestión de proyectos pueden obtenerse me-
diante simulación, por ejemplo, para optimizar el número de recursos utilizados en cada
fase de la vida del proyecto.

También se presenta otro caso de estudio sobre la forma en que la optimización de la
simulación puede ayudar en el diseño de cualquier tipo de antena. En este caso de estudio,
el objetivo es lograr una antena helicoidal, de doble banda, lo más compacta posible, para
la telemetría, el seguimiento y el control (TTC) de los satélites. En los satélites es esencial
reducir el volumen y el peso de los dispositivos instalados, manteniendo al mismo tiempo
los requisitos de funcionamiento.

Adicionalmente, esta tesis realiza un aporte teórico proponiendo un nuevo algoritmo
que mejora el rendimiento de los algoritmos de optimización multi-objectivo basados en
el cálculo del Pareto front.

Palabras clave: Optimización Multiobjetivo, Algoritmos Evolutivos, Simulación, Dis-
eño de Antenas, ITIL, Pareto Front.





Abstract

This thesis, presented as a collection of articles, explores the practical benefits of using
multi-objective optimization combined with simulation applications.

In this thesis, with practical application, we provide practical insights about how meta-
heuristics combined with simulation, i.e., simulation optimisation, can provide solutions
in real world applications. This thesis begins by presenting a case of multi-objective
optimisation techniques via simulation to help software project managers find the best
configuration for ITIL (Information Technology Infrastructure Library) based projects,
such that schedule estimates for a given project, time and productivity are optimised.
Project management data can be obtained via simulation, for example, to optimize the
number of resources used in each phase of the project life.

Another case study is also presented about how simulation optimisation can help with
the design of any type of antenna. In this case study, the objective is to achieve a dual-
band helical antenna, as compact as possible, for Telemetry, Tracking, and Control (TTC)
of satellites. Reducing the volume and weight of any devices installed on satellites while
maintaining their operational requirements is of paramount importance.

Finally, an algorithm will be presented that improves the performance of a part of
some meta-heuristic multi-objective optimization algorithms, known as the Pareto front
calculation.

Keywords: Multi and Many-Objective Optimization, Evolutionary Algorithms, Sim-
ulation, Antenna Design, ITIL, Pareto Front.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Predicting what will happen in certain situations and knowing which is the best decision
to make can be very difficult.

The problem of decision making is as old as humanity itself. Everyday, we face situ-
ations or problems where we have to choose from a set of possible solutions. Once the
decision criteria associated with the problem have been identified, it is necessary to study
the possible alternatives in order to choose the most advantageous one. In many real
cases we also deal with problems with many variables that need to be optimized at the
same time, and usually these variables to be optimized are compromised with each other.

On the other hand, having the chance to experiment with certain situations before
facing them can be very advantageous, and simulation tools are an excellent tool for
doing so.

Design optimization in any engineering field, process or economic/financial parameters
are clear examples where multi- and many-objective optimization techniques can help to
find optimal solutions to the problems at hand.

These are multi-objective optimization problems (MOOP), and each element presents a
set of characteristics that, depending on the case, we will want to maximize or minimize.
Choosing, therefore, means arranging the elements, so that, after arranging, the most
advantageous are the first ones. Unfortunately, ordinary sorting algorithms do not allow
to sort a set of variables that may be contradictory to each other. As we will see later,
there are many algorithms and methods to solve this type of problems. Some algorithms
offer a set of optimal solutions, while others offer only one solution. Depending on their
own needs, the decision maker will have to consider which algorithm is the most suitable
to solve the problem.

From the decision maker’s point of view, multi-objective optimization algorithms can
be classified into [1]:
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• A priori: Algorithms that use a priori methods require the decision maker to establish
a previous order of each objective, before launching the optimization process.

• A posteriori: In this case, the decision maker launches the optimization process and
then chooses among the solutions obtained by the process.

• Interactive: The algorithms within this classification request additional information
from the decision maker during the execution of the optimization process.

• No-preference methods: In these methods, the opinion of the decision maker is ig-
nored and the problem is resolved by whatever method is deemed appropriate. The
decision maker will only decide whether to accept or reject the solution obtained.

In this thesis, we provide practical insights about how a posteriori meta-heuristics
combined with simulation, i.e., simulation optimization, can provide solutions in real
world applications. This thesis begins by presenting a case of multi-objective optimization
techniques via simulation to help software project managers find the best configuration for
ITIL-based projects such that schedule estimates for a given project, time and productivity
are optimized. Project management data can be obtained via simulation, for example, to
optimize the number of resources used in each phase of the project life.

Another case study is also presented about how simulation optimization can help with
the design of any type of antenna. In this case study, the goal is to achieve a dual-band
helical antenna as compact as possible, for Telemetry, Tracking, and Control (TTC) of
satellites. Reducing the volume and weight of any devices installed on satellites while
maintaining their operational requirements is of paramount importance.

Finally, an algorithm that improves the performance of a part of some meta-heuristic
algorithms for multi-objective optimization, known as the Pareto front calculation, will
be presented.

1.2 Aim and Objectives

The main aim of this thesis is to show how a posteriori meta-heuristic algorithms can be
combined with simulation to provide solutions to real problems. Also, a major issue was
how to speed up the execution of such algorithms and we also show an important new
algorithm. To do so, we intend to achieve this through several objectives:

Objective 1: Study the different multi-objective optimization algorithms.

Objective 2: Study of simulation optimization in software development projects.

Objective 3: Study of multi-objective approaches in antenna design, combined with
simulation of antenna radiation patterns.
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1.3 Outline of the Thesis

This thesis is divided into two parts: (i) main contributions on simulation based opti-
mization with multi-objective approach, and (ii) selected refereed publications.

In Part I, an introduction to multi-objective optimization is described in Chapter 2.
This introduction serves as the basis for understanding the contributions made in this
thesis. After providing a brief introduction, in Section 2.3, multi-objective concepts are
introduced. Sections 2.4 and 2.5 show the most known algorithms, and Section 2.6 presents
the metrics for evaluating this type of algorithm.

Chapter 3 introduces the need and applications of multi-objective optimization. Sec-
tion 3.2 presents the application of multi-objective optimization in the field of Simulation
applied to Information Technology Service Management, while Section 3.3 shows the use
of multi-objective optimization to solve the problem of TTC antenna design. Finally, Sec-
tion 3.4 presents the theoretical contribution by means of a new algorithm, called Merge
Non-Dominated Sorting (MNDS), which improves the calculation times of the ranking of
the solutions and their Pareto Front. This algorithm presents, in the best case, a com-
putational cost of O(NlogN) and a worst case of O(MN2). MNDS was proven to be
the most efficient algorithm of all the existing ones at the time of writing this thesis. Fi-
nally, Chapter 4 presents the conclusions, in Section 4.1, raises potential future challenges
for further progress, in the field of multi-objective optimization, in Section 4.2, and in
Section 4.3, presents the works published during the elaboration of this thesis.

In Part II, the refereed journal publications derived from this work are included. Chap-
ters 5 and 6 describe the practical and real applications of simulation optimization with
meta-heuristics. The former is in the domain of software engineering, which is also known
as Search based Software Engineering (SBSE) [2]. This term, SBSE, refers to the ap-
plication of optimization techniques to the field of Software Engineering. The Software
Engineering presents many optimization problems where constraints and conflicts between
the variables are given to optimize, from testing to project management as it is the case
in this work. The latter is in the domain of antenna design. Next, Chapter 7 presents a
more theoretical publication improving the running time of all algorithms that calculate
the ranking of Pareto front.





Part I

Main Contributions on Simulation
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Chapter 2

Multi-Objective Problems in a
Nutshell

2.1 Introduction

Many of the problems we face, whether in personal or professional life require to consider
several objectives to be optimized in a simultaneous way. In these situations, the objec-
tives have conflicts between them and cannot be optimized separately. Multi-Objective
Problems (MOOPs) have an additional challenge. There are several functions to optimize
(each function is an objective), and optimizing one often implies not-optimizing the other
one. Therefore is necessary to find solutions to the problem that individually optimize
each objective and also, be feasible with the rest of solutions found for the remainder
objectives.

In this chapter, we will show different algorithms that deal with these type of problems.

2.2 Multi-objective Algorithms

In this section, we provide a brief introduction to a type of metaheuristics specializing in
optimization, known as multi-objective algorithms. As stated in Section 1.1, traditionally,
algorithms dedicated to solving MOOPs are classified from the decision maker’s point of
view into: (i) a priori, (ii) a posteriori, (iii) interactive and (iv) non-preferential.

The a priori algorithms define a total order in the objective space1. Additionally,
the decision maker must establish his preferences or criteria to discriminate and apply the
order of the solutions. In this way, the decision maker is guiding the search for solutions in
advance. The lexicographic sorting is the most used a priori algorithm. When a problem
has several objectives, it consists of prioritizing these objectives. The decision maker
prioritizes and sets an arbitrary order of all the objectives, so that the first objective will
always be the most important. In lexicographic order, when two solutions are compared,

1This concept is introduced in Section 2.3
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the one whose first objective is better, is always the best solution. In case of a tie on
the first objective, the second one is compared and so on, until one solution is considered
better than the other.

On the other hand, the a posteriori algorithms perform an unguided search for solu-
tions. These methods generate a set of solutions from which the decision maker must
choose the best one. The solutions are distinguished by applying a partial order on the
objective space. Normally, Pareto order is applied and the algorithm searches for solutions
that minimize it, obtaining what is known as Pareto front. The Pareto front whose solu-
tions can no longer be minimized is known as Pareto optimal. All a posteriori methods try
to obtain as many solutions as possible within the Pareto optimal and at the same time,
they try to cover the whole Pareto optimal. Two big groups gather the multi-objective
optimization algorithms, those based on mathematical programming and those based on
metaheuristics. Multi-objective metaheuristics are described in Section 2.5. Two of the
best known algorithms have been applied in this thesis: NSGA-II [3] and SPEA2 [4].

There are also interactive algorithms, which allow the decision maker to guide the
search while the algorithm is running.

Finally, no preference methods solve the problem without the need for interaction with
the decision maker. Once a solution is obtained, the decision maker can accept or reject
it. One of the best known non preference methods is the Global Criterion. This method
is based on minimizing the distance to the ideal objective vector1.

2.3 Multi-objective optimization concepts

Given a set of functions f = {f1(x), f2(x), ..., fM(x)} : M ≥ 2, x ∈ X,where M is the
number of objective functions to optimize, and x a decision vector, within a feasible region
X, defined by constraint functions, the goal is to minimize all objective functions simulta-
neously. It is important to understand well the meaning of the previous expression. The
variable x is a vector with the value of some concrete parameters (decision space), which
characterize a possible solution to the problem.Applying a set of functions to the values
of these parameters, we will obtain a set of results, which are the objectives to optimize
(objective space). These objectives are the ones that should be minimized simultaneously.
The Figure 2.1 shows the relationship between the decision space and the objective space.

In the case of an antenna, for example, these parameters could be the length and
width of the antenna.Applying different electromagnetic functions we would obtain the
radiation values of the antenna for a frequency, as could be the gain and the cross-polar
polarization level, which would be the objectives to optimize.

Each solution, in the decision space, has a representation in the objective space, by
means of an m-dimensional vector, known as the objective vector. In the case of mini-
mizing, the smallest possible objective vector would be the one that minimizes each of
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Figure 2.1: Parameter and objective spaces

X
x f

f1

f2

{f1(x), f2(x)}

Decision Space Objective Space

the objective functions separately, something that in reality does not happen, since the
objectives are usually contradictory. Similarly, the worst vector would be the one that
maximizes each of the objective functions separately. In the figure, both objective vectors
are represented as points. The objective vectors (Pareto front) closest to the ideal vector
are those within what is known as the Pareto optimal. All these points are equally valid
solutions. All the a posteriori algorithms try to find as many solutions within this front
as possible. The decision maker will choose one of these solutions. The nadir objective
vector is the starting point for the interactive algorithms: It is the worst Pareto optimal
solution, and from there, through the interaction with the decision maker, the search is
guided until a solution is reached in the Pareto optimal. Note that in real life problems,
it is very difficult to obtain the Pareto optimal.

Figure 2.2: Ideal, nadir and worst objective vectors

f1

f2

Paretooptimal
Ideal

Nadir

Worst

Objective Space

2.3.1 The Pareto front

The Pareto front concept allows to select those solutions which are best together. It is
considered that a solution dominates another when the former offers better value (more
optimal) for at least one objective and is the same for all other objectives of the problem.
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Iteration after another, the multi-objective algorithms find solutions that dominate those
of the previous iteration, until at last the solutions not dominated by any other remain.
The non-dominated solutions form the Pareto front.

Let P be a population of N solutions, {s1, . . . , sN} ∈ P , where each solution contains
a vector of M objectives to minimize, (f1(si), . . . , fM(si)),∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N}. A solution
si dominates a solution sj, denoted by si � sj, if the objective vector of si is partially
less than the objective vector of sj, i.e., ∀m ∈ {1, . . . , M}, fm(si) ≤ fm(sj) ∧ ∃m′ ∈
{1, . . . , M} s.t. fm′(si) < fm′(sj) (assuming minimization without loss of generality).
Given a set of solutions, it is possible to establish a partial order between them, known as
the Pareto ranking. Those solutions which are non-dominated by any other are assigned
rank 1. If these solutions are removed, then those solutions which are non-dominated by
any other are assigned rank 2, and so on, the Pareto ranking is built.

To find the Pareto front, the algorithms must look for those variables in the decision
space that minimize the objective functions in the objective space. Figure 2.3 shows the
search process.

Figure 2.3: Pareto front search.

Decision Space Objective Spacef(x) = (f1(x), f2(x))

EvaluationSearch

The calculation of the objective vector nadir is necessary in the interactive methods.
Normally it cannot be obtained and the aim is to obtain good estimates using different
metaheuristics. Deb et al, for example, proposed in 2010 to use a hybrid algorithm of
evolutionary - local search [5].

2.4 Metaheuristics

Metaheuristic (term coined by Glover[6]) algorithms are the last option when solving
problems, even behind brute-force algorithms. Metaheuristic algorithms are able to deal
with very large search spaces to find a good (may or not be the best) solution applying
a certain heuristic, in an iterative way, for a number of iterations or until the solution
found fulfils the requirements and is good enough as to stop the search.

The resolution of Multi-objective problems present two major difficulties:

• The computational complexity involved in working with more than two objectives,
today is O(MN2), where M is the number of objectives and N is the number of
solutions to the problem.
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• Objectives that are contradictory or conflictive between each other, which prevent
the application of a priority or order of some objectives over others.

Due to these drawbacks, the use of metaheuristic has become widespread, in an attempt
to obtain good solutions in acceptable times.

As the algorithms are generic and independent of the problem that solve, often they
incorporate mechanisms to avoid searches in areas where there are no known optimal
solutions.

There are many possible classifications depending on different aspects such as (i) Local
Search (LS) vs. Global Search (GS), (ii) Single-Solution (SS) vs. Population Based
(PB), (iii) Hybridization (HY), (iv) Memetic (MM) algorithms, (v) Parallel metaheuristics
(PM), and (vi) nature-inspired (NI) and metaphor-based (MB) metaheuristics. We next
present a set of well-known metaheuristics classified according to type of search or whether
they are based on single or population based solutions.

Local search algorithms are possibly the oldest metaheuristics. Many of them belong
to the folklore of computer science. For example, the first known version of the Gradi-
ent Descent algorithm was proposed by Louis Augustin Cauchy in 1847. Many of these
algorithms have versions to extend the search when they fall into local minimum or max-
imums. Hybridization metaheuristics are combinations of two or more metaheuristics. In
particular, Memetic metaheuristics combine population-based algorithms (usually genetic
algorithms) with individual/local search techniques. Finally, parallel metaheuristics ap-
ply concepts and techniques of computational parallelization to existing metaheuristics.
Currently, the most popular algorithms are those based on population and/or inspired by
nature.

The following are some of the best known metaheuristic algorithms.

Hill Climbing (LS)(SS). This algorithm is based on random search. It starts with
a random position and at each iteration the algorithm explores the neighbourhood by
selecting the best solution found. Many times this algorithm stops searching without
finding an acceptable solution because it falls in a local maximum (or minimum when
minimizing).

Gradient Descent (LS)(SS). This algorithm is based on going through a function in
an iterative way, always moving in the direction that minimizes the value of that function.
In case of reaching a point where the value of the function increases, the algorithm goes
back to the previous point and ends. This algorithm, like Hill Climbing, is sensitive to
local maximum / minimum.

Tabu Search (LS)(SS). Like hill-climbing or Gradient Descent algorithms, tabu search
[7] follows a path. It uses a memory search to which applies a strategy for analyzing and
exploring different areas of the search space. The name is due to the recent memory
is implemented by a tabu list. In each iteration is chosen the best solution among the
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permitted (solutions already on the list are not allowed) and added to the tabu list. The
tabu list maintains the latest solutions, which over the iterations may end being replaced
by better ones.

Simulated Annealing (GS)(SS)(NI)(MB). It is one of the oldest metaheuristics,
developed by Kirkpatrick et al. in 1983 [8]. Simulates the anneal of steel, ceramics or
glass by applying heat and slow cooling, which causes the atoms to become repositioned
achieving the hardening of the material. In each iteration a solution from the current
population is chosen. If the best solution is chosen it replaces the current and if not, is
still accepted with a certain probability of being chosen which avoids falling into local
optimums.

Evolutionary Algorithms (GS)(PB)(NI). These algorithms try to imitate the evo-
lutionary capabilities of living beings in nature, where only those best adapted to their
environment survive. Given a population, each individual can be a solution. At each
iteration the population is altered by three operators: selection, recombination and mu-
tation, leading to a new population. In evolutionary algorithms, genetic algorithms are
best known [9].

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) (GS)(PB)(NI)(MB). This algorithm, pub-
lished in 1995 by Kennedy et al. [10] is inspired by the collective behavior of some birds
that while flying behave as a super-organism, or the movement of schools of fish. Given
a population of individuals (called particles in the algorithm) moving along the search
space, each particle can change its speed or position based on the best position found
by the particle, to the best position found by the entire population, or the position of
neighboring particles.

Ant Colony Optimization (GS)(PB)(NI)(MB). This algorithm [11] is inspired by
the behavior of ants when they are searching for food. Initially, ants randomly explore
an area near the anthill, while they do it the ants leave by rubbing their belly to the
ground a substance called pheromone, which is recognized by the other ants. At the same
time that the ants go through the same road, pheromone accumulation in soil is greater
and more ants decide to use this route, until at last the shortest route between food and
anthill is established.

Bee Colony Algorithm (ABC) (GS)(PB)(NI)(MB). This algorithm [12] simulates
the behavior of honeybees in the search of pollen. The algorithm assigns three different
roles to bees: workers, observers and explorers. A bee can take more than one role
depending on the work they have to do. The explorer bees randomly overfly long distances
within the search space, and when they found an area with more food, return to the hive
for reporting the location to the observers bees that are waiting. Part of bees assume
the worker role and move to the area to collect the food, the rest remain as observers.
The worker bees, once they reach the defined area, collect and search more food locally.
When the worker bees return to the harvest, report whether or not the food source is
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abundant. Over time, the algorithm stores the solutions with greater abundance of food.
This algorithm balances the local search, done by the worker bees, with the global search,
done by the explorer bees.

Firefly Algorithm (GS)(PB)(NI)(MB). The algorithm [13] imitates behavior inter-
mittently bioluminescence of the fireflies. Each firefly has a pattern (a possible solution)
which is related to the attractiveness of the insect. The attraction is proportional to the
brightness and distance to other fireflies. If all fireflies have similar brightness, the fireflies
move randomly until there are different brightness intensities.

Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA) (GS)(PB)(NI)(MB). It is based on New-
ton’s theory of gravitation [14]. The population is formed by individuals with a given
mass which attract each other. Each individual is a solution and at each iteration those
heavier individuals attract towards them a lighter individuals, so that, in the end, the
individual with a larger mass is the best solution.

2.5 Multi-objective Metaheuristics

This section presents some of the most popular and relevant multi-objective algorithms.
As we will observe, many of these algorithms are based on the on the concepts previously
described in section 2.4, that use as fitness the criteria of dominance between solutions.

Multi-Objective Particle Swarm Optimization (MOPSO). Algorithm PSO ver-
sion adapted to multi-objective [15] that uses a mutation operator applied to individuals,
and the range of each objective function, in order to cover the whole objective space.

Multi-Objective Firefly (MO-FA). This behavior-based firefly algorithm imitates
the patterns of light intensity and behavior of fireflies attracting of those with a higher
light intensity. In the multi-objective version, MO-FA [16], brightness is obtained from
objective functions.

Multi-Objective Gravitational Search Algorithm (MO-GSA). MO-GSA [17] is
the multi-objective version of the algorithm based on the physics of Newton. The biggest
problem in this algorithm is to update the mass of each individual value from multiple
objectives. To do this, the value of the mass of each particle is initially established
and then the mass is updated according to the distance of that particle from its closest
neighbours. Once the mass is updated, each particle moves to its new location by applying
the gravitational force.

Multi-Objective Artificial Bee Colony (MOABC). MOABC [18] is similar to
ABC algorithm except that now runs within an evolutionary algorithm. In each itera-
tion, MOABC generates a new population of bees by applying mutation operators and
selecting the best individuals between the new and the current population. The new pop-
ulation search food sources which lead to new solutions, which will be selected or rejected
depending on they are or not dominated.
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Multi-Objective Cellular Genetic Algorithm (MOCell). It is a cellular genetic
algorithm (CGA) [19] that stores in a file the non-dominated solutions found. In each
iteration, the algorithm randomly selects an individual from the file and one from the
current population, with which makes the crossover and the mutation operations. The
new population is compared with the current one and the best population is selected and
stored in the archive.

Pareto Archived Evolution Strategy (PAES). This is one of the simplest multi-
objective algorithms. PAES [20] performs a local search maintaining the current solution
rather than a population. There are several versions of this algorithm, some of which
maintains a population of solutions.

Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm SPEA2. SPEA2 [4] is based on main-
taining the non-dominated solutions, found in each iteration, stored in a file. Using the
fitness function, each individual in the population is associated with the number of so-
lutions that dominates and is dominated. When the population is too large, the kth
nearest-neighbor solutions are removed.

Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA II). NSGA-II [3] is pos-
sibly the most famous algorithm. It is a genetic algorithm that keeps the population
ordered according to their Pareto ranking, so that the best individuals, those who are
non-dominated are the first individuals in the population. To find the uniform dispersion
among the solutions, apply the algorithm known as crowding distance.

2.6 Evaluation Metrics

To assess the quality of the solutions returned by the multi-objective algorithms, several
metrics are usually considered, among which spread, hypervolume or coverage ratio stand
out.

The greater difficulty to assess the results obtained by multi-objective algorithms is
to find metrics that demonstrate the quality of the algorithms and the solutions with
a reasonable computational cost. Each algorithm generates different solutions in the
Pareto front, and when compared among them, some solutions tend to dominate others,
but usually is not clear that an algorithm be better than another. The metrics are based
on: cardinality, convergence, spread, uniformity and combinations of them.

In the following sections, each group of metrics is briefly explained, indicating the best
known or most representative. There are currently many metrics. In [21] a collection of
100 quality indicators is presented.

It is important to highlight that some quality indicators present characteristics of two
or more of the four groups mentioned. Among these indicators, it is worth highlighting
the hypervolume [22], which is currently undoubtedly the most widely used indicator.
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The hypervolume indicates the volume covered by the individuals of the population of
the Pareto front (non-dominated solutions) in relation to the volume of the objective
space. The volume is calculated from the Pareto front set and the worst objective vector
(see figure 2.2). Hypervolume has quality characteristics of cardinality, convergence and
spread. Computationally is really hard to calculate.

Note that to obtain some indicators, it is necessary to know the set of solutions that
form the ideal or optimal Pareto front. In many problems in real life, it is difficult
or impossible to obtain such Pareto-Optimal so these indicators can only be applied in
theoretical problems, where the Pareto-Optimal is known in advance.

2.6.1 Cardinality

The simplest metric consists of counting the number of the solutions that are find in the
Pareto front. This value can be calculated at each iteration for assess also the evolution
in the calculation of the Pareto front. The quality index error rate [23] calculates the
percentage of solutions obtained by the algorithm, the Pareto front, with respect to the
Pareto-Optimal. The indicator coverage [24] is another indicator of cardinality based on
comparing solutions of Pareto front obtained by applying the same problem to two algo-
rithms, and determining which of the two algorithms provides more solutions throughout
the entire objective space. To do this, it is calculated the percentage of solutions of an
algorithm that are dominated by the solutions of the other algorithm and vice versa.

2.6.2 Convergence

Convergence is the most important quality feature of a solution set as it indicates the
closeness of a solution set to Pareto-Optimal (also known as true Pareto front). One of
the best known metrics is the generational distance (GD) [25]. This metric is based on
the distance between each solution in the Pareto front obtained by an algorithm and the
closest Pareto-optimal solution. Another well known metric, the inverted generational
distance [26] is based on the distance of each solution in the Pareto Optimal to the
solutions obtained by an algorithm.

2.6.3 Uniformity

Uniformity represents the way solutions are distributed in the sense of equidistance. Given
two sets of solutions, both in the Pareto front, the one that presents the most evenly
distributed solutions will have the highest quality. There are different metrics. There are
different quality indicators of this type. For example, the u-measure [27], is based on the
relationship between the distance of two neighbouring solutions with respect to the ideal
distance (obtained as the average of the distances between neighbouring solutions).
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It is important to note that uniformity alone does not guarantee diversity of solutions,
so it must be used in combination with Spread metrics.

2.6.4 Spread

Spread measures the distribution of the solutions along the Pareto front. A set where
the solutions are distributed along the Pareto front, will have a good spread. Note that
solutions can be spread along the Pareto front, but not evenly. So this metric should
be used together with uniformity metrics to ensure the quality of the solutions obtained.
One of the best known metrics of this type is the maximum spread [28] metric.







Chapter 3

Main Contributions of this Thesis

3.1 Introduction

Simulators have been demonstrated to be very useful tools for decision support systems
to help decision makers in their activity. We can find many examples in the literature,
with different fields of application as logistics [29], planning [30], economics [31, 32], or
supply chains [33], among many others.

There are three major paradigms applied the field of simulation:

• Discrete-event simulation (DES). Based on sequential event processing. The state of
the system changes in specific moments of time, depending on the events processed
between that moment of time and the previous one. Manufacturing systems, order
processing, or vehicle movement can be modeled with DES.

• System Dynamics (SD). Used to model very complex systems, abstracting from de-
tails or properties of individual elements. Examples of application can be marketing
campaigns, the study of natural ecosystems or social behaviours.

• Agent-based Model (ABM). It is based on the concept of the agent as an independent
and autonomous element within the system. Each agent has its own states and can
interact with the rest of the system.

Many simulation optimization use the discrete-event paradigm as the simulation ap-
proach. In addition, there are also some applications of simulation optimization using the
System Dynamics simulation approach. For instance, Ng [34] reported an approach for
integrating simulation and optimization of System Dynamics models using MatlabTM and
SimulinkTM and demonstrated how to combine genetic algorithms, fuzzy logic expert
input and System Dynamics modelling for improving decision-making. They applied
their approach in the classical market growth model. Kremmel et al. [35] developed a
System Dynamics simulation model to analyse the dynamics of city problems and city
development under three types of policy interventions. They used genetic algorithms for
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maximising the benefits of policy decision making. A review of the state of the art of the
simulation optimization can be found in [36].

3.2 Optimization applied to Information Technology Service
Management

Information systems are getting bigger. They involve more people, more resources and
their management is getting more complicated. To assist in the Information Technology
Service Management, different frameworks have appeared, such as COBIT1 (1996), the
ISO/IEC 20000 (2005) standard, or ITIL2 (1989) which is the best known and possibly
most applied today. Most of the processes described in these frameworks can be simulated,
which allows to evaluate different scenarios, before starting the IT project.

Multi-objective optimization algorithms can effectively handle the optimization of dif-
ferent conflicting objectives simultaneously, offering a wide and diverse range of trade-off
solutions to the problem, helping the IT manager to make the most appropriate decisions.
In order to guide the search towards high-quality solutions for such a complex problem
involving a large number of processes, interactions among them, and uncertainties, these
algorithms must rely on accurate simulations. This approach is explicitly proposed in
frameworks to improve decision-making in the ITSM scope, such as the Sim4ITSM frame-
work, which includes activities of simulation optimization in the experimentation phase
of the method [37]. For a more comprehensive literature review, please, read the work by
Orta et al [37]

In this work, the simulation is carried out on the ITIL change management process.
This process addresses the problem of controlling the life cycle of a project. The problem of
IT change process efficiency was modeled using AnylogicTM. One of the critical decisions
that change process managers need to make relates to the configuration of the process staff,
as different staff configurations may lead to different outcomes. This problem configures
with 10 parameters the staff involved in the fulfillment of the change management process.
Staff is grouped into three different roles: (i) change management, (ii) change developer,
and (iii) change deployer. Also, for each rol, there are four possible basic shifts:

• Central, from 9 am to 6 pm, with one-hour break at 1 pm.

• Early, from 6 am to 3 pm, with one-hour break at 10 am.

• Late, from 2 pm to 11 pm, with one-hour break at 6 pm.

• Night, from 10 pm to 7 am, with a break at 2 am.
1Control Objectives for Information and related Technology
2Information Technology Infrastructure Library
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Due to the complexity of software project deployments, change deployers only applies
the night and a special shift:

• Weekend, Saturdays and Sundays, 7 am to 10 pm, with one-hour breaks at noon and
5 pm.

The objectives to be optimized are defined by the following Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs):

• KPI 1: Percentage of changes completed successfully within the time estimates, as
a measure of the time factor. The higher the value of this KPI, the better for the
process efficiency.

• KPI2: Actual change duration/estimated change duration, as a measure of internal
quality. The lower the value of this KPI, the better for the process efficiency.

• KPI 3: Overall number of resources utilized, as a measure of cost. The lower the
value of this KPI, the better for the process efficiency.

The multi-objective algorithms NSGA-II [38] and SPEA2 [39] were used in the exper-
iment defined in jMetal [40] to perform the optimization process.

In each simulation iteration, the experiment defined in jMetal provides a configuration
for the IT Change Process Efficiency problem to AnylogicTM, which runs the simulation
and returns the KPIs to jMetal. The process continues until jMetal reaches the stopping
criteria. Figure 3.1 shows the process graphically.

Figure 3.1: Interaction between jMetal and AnylogicTM

3.3 Optimization applied to antenna design

Antenna design is another field of engineering where simulation plays a key role in re-
ducing manufacturing time and costs. Computer simulation allows to model an antenna
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and evaluate its behaviour before manufacturing. Despite the advantage that simulation
brings, in some cases, such as the design of satellite antennas, it may not be enough.

In a satellite, besides the specific electromagnetic requirements, the size of the antenna
is critical, due to 1) the limited space available and 2) the weight limitation of each
component installed on the satellite.

Gonzalez et al. [41] designed a compact dual-band equatorial helical antenna for TTC.
In order to find the specific parameters that would meet all the restrictions, they used the
MONURBS simulator together with the metaheuristic algorithm Gradient Descent. It was
necessary over two calendar months of running thousands of simulations to find a valid
solution. In the paper presented in Chapter 6, it is shown a solution to the problem using
the MONURBS simulator together with the multi-objective algorithms NSGA-II [38] and
SPEA2 [39], implemented in jMetal [40]. the best solution obtained reduced the size of
the antenna by almost a third and it took three weeks to obtain.

The geometry of the helical antenna is defined by the following parameters (see Fig-
ure 3.2):

• Bottom radius (r).

• Top radius (R).

• Height (h).

• Number of turns of the helix (t).

Figure 3.2: Geometrical parameters of a helical antenna

The electromagnetic objectives to be met were the following:

• Maximize the RHCP gain for 1.81-GHz frequency.

• Minimize the cross-polar polarization level for 1.81 GHz frequency in the range be-
tween 70o and 110o. In this range, gain must be above 0 dBi.

• Maximize the RHCP gain for 2.55-GHz frequency.
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• Minimize the cross-polar polarization level for 2.55-GHz frequency in the range be-
tween 70o and 110o. In this range, gain must be above 0 dBi.

Before starting the optimization process, the geometric model of the antenna was
defined in the MONURBS simulator and the optimization experiment in the jMetal tool.
During the optimization process, from the jMetal experiment new values for the antenna
geometry are provided and from the simulator the electromagnetic characteristics of the
antenna are returned for the provided values. The process continues until a stop criterion
is reached. Figure 3.3 illustrates this process.

Figure 3.3: Interaction between jMetal and MONURBS

As it can be seen in Figures 3.1 and 3.3, despite being different problems, the simulation
optimization process is similar.

3.4 Merge Non-Dominated Sorting

The Merge Non Dominated Sorting (MNDS) algorithm is briefly described here. This
algorithm is a proposal to speed up the family of algorithms that use ranking to sort
the population solutions. There are a multitude of algorithms dedicated to obtaining
the Pareto Front. Some of the best known are FNDS [38], ENS [42], ENS-NDT [43] or
BOS [44]. All these algorithms have a computational complexity, in the worst case, of
O(MN2) so the differences between them are evaluated at run time. Table 3.1 shows the
computational complexity of some representative algorithms.

Given a population of N solutions, and M objectives, MNDS ranks the solutions, in
an iterative way, by each of the objectives. In each iteration, MNDS calculates the set of
solutions that dominate each solution (dominance set), and finally, once the dominance
set of all the solutions has been calculated, it obtains the ranking of each solution. Note
that the dominance set represents the weakness of the solution, as opposed to the concept
of strength, used by SPEA2.
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Table 3.1: Complexity of non-dominated sorting algorithms representative of the state-of-the-art.

Algorithm Complexity
Best Case Worst Case Space

FNDS [38] MN2 MN2 N2

Dominance Tree [45] MNlogN MN2 M

Deductive Sort [46] MN
√

N MN2 N

Corner Sort [47] MN
√

N MN2 N

ENS-SS [42] MN
√

N MN2 1
ENS-BS [42] MNlogN MN2 1

ENS-NDT [43] MNlogN if M > logN
MN2 NlogN

Nlog2N
M-Front [48] MN MN2 MN2

DDA-NS [49] MN2 MN2 N2

HNDS [50] MN
√

N MN2 N
BOS [44] MNlogN MN2 N2

MNDS NlogN MN2 N2

Despite presenting a complexity, in the worst case, of O(MN2), MNDS reduces its
complexity as the dominance among the solutions decreases, reaching a complexity of
O(NlogN) in the best case. If MNDS is used by a multi-objective algorithm to obtain
the population ranking, as the multi-objective algorithm converges towards fronts closer
to the Pareto front, the dominance will be reduced and MNDS will tend to reach its best
complexity.

This is explained in detail in Chapter 7 where the paper is enclosed.







Chapter 4

General Conclusions, Future Work
and Published Articles

This chapter summarises the research carried out in the previous chapters, analyses the
research contributions and offers suggestions for future research.

4.1 Conclusions

The objectives set at the beginning of the thesis were as follows:

Objective 1: Study the different multi-objective optimization algorithms.

Objective 2: Study of simulation optimization in software development projects.

Objective 3: Study of multi-objective approaches in antenna design using simula-
tion approaches.

These objectives have been successfully achieved with the publications. Objective 1
has been addressed with in all publications. Objectives 2 and 3 have been achieved with
their respective publications.

In this thesis, solutions to two very different real problems were presented, both these
problems needed simulators and were previously solved using simulation techniques to-
gether with generic metaheuristic algorithms. AnylogicTMapplies a single objective opti-
mization algorithm, while MONURBS used the Gradient Descent algorithm. The applica-
tion of multi-objective algorithms to these same problems was shown to be more efficient,
both in terms of computational cost and in the solutions provided.

In the case of the simulation applied to IT Service Management, the results using
multi-objective algorithms were much better than the ones obtained with the optimizer
included with the AnylogicTM tool. Figure 4.1 shows some of the best non-dominated
solutions of the Pareto front using jMetal and the single solution (grey square) provided
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Table 4.1: Parameters of the best solutions found by Gradient Descent, NSGA-II and SPEA2
algorithms.

Algorithm Turns Bottom radius (cm) Top radius (cm) Height (cm) Volume (cm3)

Gradient Descent 0.831 1.945 1.022 13.8 98.49
NSGA-II 0.777 1.929 1.145 14.072 106.676
SPEA-2 0.84 1.032 0.753 13.593 34.281

by AnylogicTM. The multi-objective evolutionary algorithms could find better solutions
than the ones offered by AnylogicTM in all objectives. Since this proposal benefits from
the advantages of the multi-objective optimization approach applied to the results of
simulation models, the range of the solutions provided in the Pareto front can help IT
managers understand the effect of different management strategies and improve their
decision-making towards more efficient processes.
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Figure 4.1: Pareto front using jMetal and solution found by AnylogicTMoptimizer.

In the field of antenna design, a significant time cost reduction was achieved. Further-
more, the simulation–optimization approach allow us to obtain multiple correct solutions
that provide some flexibility and can help the decision maker to choose the final design
of the antenna. The results obtained with the different algorithms can be seen in the
Table 4.1. The experiment using Gradient Descent took two calendar months, while the
NSGA-II and SPEA2 experiments took only three weeks. Note that the result obtained
by NSGA-II is very similar to that achieved by Gradient Descent, while SPEA2 was able
to reduce the volume of the antenna to one third of that obtained by Gradient Descent.

Having more solutions, with different dimensions but all optimal from the radiation
point of view, offers more possibilities for the manufacturing not only for the antenna but
the rest of elements that are coupled closely to it.

Figure 4.2 shows the parameters of one of the best solutions obtained during the
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optimization process.

Figure 4.2: Graphical representation of parameters of the best solution, obtained by SPEA2.

As it was observed in these experiments, regardless of the nature of the problem,
multi-objective optimization applied to simulation can bring benefits in solving complex
problems.

In addition, there were theoretical advances. More concretely, a new sorting algorithm,
Merge Non-Dominated Sorting (MNDS), strongly outperforms the current state-of-the-
art algorithms in terms of running time and the number of comparisons carried out.
Therefore, MOEAs based on the Pareto ranking can benefit greatly from significant time
reductions, particularly in the case of using large populations and solving many-objective
problems. Therefore, MNDS allows us to relax the stop conditions of the MOEAs algo-
rithms based on Pareto ranking and execute more iterations because when there is no
dominance, its computational cost is reduced to O(MNlogN).

4.2 Future Work

The following lines of work where identified as future research in the area of simulation
optimization:

• Use other multi-objective algorithms capable of handling the constrains to compare
and adapt them to the difficulty of these problem.

• Explore many-objective algorithms to be capable of increasing the number of objec-
tives in order to analyse more complex simulations.

• As the number of variables and solutions in the Pareto can be large, it is necessary
to explore visualization and clustering techniques to present the results, as well as
defining new multi-criteria decision making methods to choose the solutions to adopt
among those in the Pareto front.
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• Explore parallel versions of the algorithms, or possible parallelization techniques as
usually simulations require very high computational costs.

• Study why SPEA2 has obtained slightly better results than NSGA-II in all the
experiments.

• Study the application of memetic algorithms to use cases to achieve even better
results.

From a more theoretical point of view and in relation to MNDS, it is possible to improve
the way the rankings are calculated by MNDS by the use of different search methods and
data structures. For example, using the Timsort1 [51] algorithm instead of merge sort,
and the sequential search used in finding the ranking of each solution could be replaced
by a binary search or a k-d tree.

Another line of research would be to adapt the MNDS algorithm so that it can be used
with steady-state Evolutionary Algorithms.
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Chapter 5

Using Simulation-based
Optimization in the Context of IT
Service Management Change Process

Today’s IT systems and IT processes must be ready to handle change in an efficient and
responsive manner to allow businesses to both evolve and adapt to a changing world. In
this paper we describe an approach that consists of using simulation based multi-objective
optimization to select optimal ITIL change management process strategies that help IT
managers achieve process efficiency as a Critical Success Factor (CSF). A multi-method
simulation model, which is based on agent-based and discrete-event simulation paradigms,
has been built to simulate the whole process life-cycle, since the change initiation until its
closure. As most engineering problems,assuring an efficient delivery of the change man-
agement process requires optimizing simultaneously the corresponding Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) in which the process-efficiency CSF can be rolled down. In this paper,
we show the results of applying two well-known Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithms,
namely NSGA-II and SPEA2, to obtain a set of optimal solutions for the KPIs associated
with delivering process efficiency as a CSF. We also compare the results obtained with
the output from the single-objective optimization algorithm provided by the simulation
tool. The experimental work included shows how the approach can provide the IT man-
ager with a wide range of high quality solutions to support them in their decision-making
towards CSF achievement.
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A B S T R A C T

Today's IT systems and IT processes must be ready to handle change in an efficient and responsive manner to
allow businesses to both evolve and adapt to a changing world. In this paper we describe an approach that
consists of using simulation based multi-objective optimization to select optimal ITIL change management process
strategies that help IT managers achieve process efficiency as a Critical Success Factor (CSF). A multi-method
simulation model, which is based on agent-based and discrete-event simulation paradigms, has been built to
simulate the whole process lifecycle, since the change initiation until its closure. As most engineering problems,
assuring an efficient delivery of the change management process requires optimizing simultaneously the corre-
sponding Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) in which the process-efficiency CSF can be rolled down. In this
paper, we show the results of applying two well-known Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithms, namely NSGA-
II and SPEA2, to obtain a set of optimal solutions for the KPIs associated with delivering process efficiency as a
CSF. We also compare the results obtained with the output from the single-objective optimization algorithm
provided by the simulation tool. The experimental work included shows how the approach can provide the IT
manager with a wide range of high quality solutions to support them in their decision-making towards CSF
achievement.

1. Introduction

In our current digital world, Information Technology (IT) plays a
crucial role to help organizations succeed in delivering value to their
customers. In response to this growing dependence on technology, to-
day's IT organizations need to be both effective and efficient in trans-
forming resources into valuable services. IT Service Management
(ITSM) is defined as the strategic approach to the design, delivery,
management, and improvement of the way in which IT is used within
an organization.

Since technology and the IT infrastructure are constantly changing
and advancing in today's world, organizations such as IT service pro-
viders must be ready and able to adapt themselves to evolving condi-
tions if they want to remain competitive and innovative. To this end,
the different ITSM guides and standards provide guidance about how to
manage change in a productive way, ensuring that new or modified IT
services evolve along their lifecycle under a controlled and well-orga-
nized manner that keeps these services compliant with the business
requirements.

There are different ITSM best-practice guides and standards that

help organizations implement an ITSM strategy. A 2017 report, based
on a survey of 261 IT leaders in large organizations around the
world [18], shows that the top five most used ITSM approaches are:
Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) (47%) [3], Busi-
ness Process Framework (eTOM) (36%) [48], Control Objectives for
Information and Related Technologies (COBIT) (36%) [20], Microsoft
Operations Framework (MOF) (34%) [33] and ISO/IEC 20000
(29%) [21].

Among all the existing ITSM guides, we focus in this work on the
ITIL proposal, the most widely used one. In fact, it is regarded by many
as the de-facto standard for ITSM and its terminology is widely un-
derstood and used. ITIL follows a process-driven approach that is
grounded in business experience. It offers a set of best practices for IT
service management and delivery under an ITSM approach. The ITIL
framework comprises the definition of 26 process areas used to describe
how IT services evolve through the five main stages of their lifecycle.
ITIL consists of five core publications, namely, (i) Service Strategy, (ii)
Service Design, (iii) Service Transition, (iv) Service Operation, and (v)
Continual Service Improvement, each one dedicated to describe in
depth each of the five stages of an IT service lifecycle.
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The ITIL service transition stage is precisely aimed at helping or-
ganizations plan and manage the change of state of services in their
lifecycle, in a controlled manner, minimizing the risks and ensuring that
the services meet the customer's expectations and the business re-
quirements [36]. One of the critical processes within service transition
is change management. According to ITIL, “the purpose of the change
management process is to control the lifecycle of all changes, enabling
beneficial changes to be made with minimum disruption to IT ser-
vices” [36]. The scope of change management covers changes to service
assets and configuration items across the whole service lifecycle. The
process addresses all changes at all levels: strategic, tactical and op-
erational.

Today's organizations demand service changes to be performed in
less and less time without compromising efficiency. Thus, efficient
change management is essential, since the consequences associated
with process inefficiency reach the customer. Low quality service
changes often lead to new incidents that result in customer dis-
satisfaction.

Change management needs the involvement of several types of re-
sources, with their corresponding costs. Among them, human resources
are crucial for the outcomes of the process. These resources are com-
monly structured in IT support groups. Each one plays a different role in
the process such as change initiators, developers, deployers, and can be
part of the IT staff or work for third-party organizations. In practice, all
these factors are combined to make the entire change process highly
unpredictable, where outcomes depend on complex interactions be-
tween different changes, people and groups, each of which, have their
own priorities and objectives. Although ITIL and other ITSM frame-
works provide important guidance, managing change in real organi-
zations is a very complex process. Also, change management often re-
quires optimizing several objectives simultaneously, such as
maximizing the percentage of changes completed on time and mini-
mizing the change duration ratio and the number of resources used.

Therefore, change management is a complex problem that organi-
zations need to handle in an effective way when coping with service
transition processes. The goal is to perform the changes with the lowest
impact on the Quality of Experience (QoE) perceived (as service dis-
ruption, incidents with other live services, or any other issue that might
affect customers' satisfaction), but also with the lowest effort for the
organization (as minimizing the cost of the change or the resources
required). Often, the interests of organization and customers are in
conflict, e.g., reducing the time required for the change management
process leads to a cost rise for the organization. Optimization techni-
ques can be very valuable tools used to both find high quality solutions
to support decision-making and to ensure an efficient change man-
agement delivery.

Particularly, multi-objective optimization algorithms can effectively
handle the optimization of different conflicting objectives simulta-
neously, offering a wide and diverse range of trade-off solutions to the
problem, helping the IT manager to make the most appropriate deci-
sions. In order to guide the search towards high-quality solutions for
such a complex problem involving a large number of processes, inter-
actions among them, and uncertainties, these algorithms must rely on
accurate simulations. This approach is explicitly proposed in frame-
works to improve decision-making in the ITSM scope, such as the
Sim4ITSM framework, which includes activities of simulation optimi-
zation in the experimentation phase of the method [39].

The main contribution of this work is a novel application of the
multi-objective simulation optimization approach for the IT change
management process problem aimed at supporting effective decision
making. To this end, we introduce a simulation approach that relies on
both the agent-based and discrete event simulation paradigms to model
the ITIL change process. We define the problem of optimizing process
efficiency according to three main goals: 1) the size of the staff to
perform the changes, 2) the change duration ratio, and 3) the percen-
tage of changes completed, which are optimized simultaneously. The

problem is tackled with two well-known Multi-Objective Evolutionary
Algorithms (MOEAs), NSGA-II and SPEA2. The MOEAs outperform the
reference result provided by the single-objective optimization obtained
from the simulation software used to build the simulation model. This
research represents pioneering work related to the use of multi-objec-
tive approaches in simulation-based optimization in the context of
ITSM.

The structure of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 sum-
marizes the works related to our proposal. Section 3 describes the si-
mulation model built for the ITIL change process. Section 4 introduces
the MOEAs used in this study and the coupling structure followed to
integrate the simulation software with the multi-objective optimization
framework. Section 5 describes the experimental work performed. Fi-
nally, Section 6 outlines the conclusions and our further work.

2. Related work

In this section, we cover the most relevant works related to our
study. Section 2.1 addresses contributions focusing on the design of
ITSM simulators. We present the results of a systematic search in the
literature of simulation-based optimization in the context of ITSM in
Section 2.2.

2.1. Simulation in ITSM

Simulators have been demonstrated to be very useful tools for de-
cision support systems to help decision makers in their activity. We can
find many examples in the literature, with different fields of application
as logistics [17], planning [41], economics [52,8], or supply
chains [19], among many others. The use of simulation modeling to
address ITSM problems has been an active topic of research in the last
years. The most relevant works in the scope of the service change
management process are reviewed next, and we refer the reader to the
work by Orta et al. [39] for a more comprehensive literature review.

In [32], the authors describe a System Dynamics model to address
the problem of low-performing IT operation by adopting and sustaining
IT change and access controls. The simulation model built helped to
validate “underlying observations that change and access controls simulta-
neously reduce the security risk and increase the efficiency and effectiveness
of IT management and operations”.

Planning and scheduling of changes were identified among the main
challenges in IT change management according to the results of a
survey carried out by Hewlett Packard in 2006 [40]. The topic of the
efficient management of a set of application changes under possible
scheduling conflicts was addressed by Luo et al. [31]. The authors use
graph and queue modeling to simulate different scheduling heuristics
and find their impact on the change completion time and the change
capacity of the system. The work finds the limit values for the degree of
the scheduling conflicts and the cross-training of executing personnel
that help keep the average change delay in the lowest level. In addition
to an efficient scheduling of changes, it is also very important to esti-
mate the business impact of operational risk resulting from changes.
One proposal that quantifies this impact in terms of financial loss was
described by Setzer et al. [42]. In this work, a probabilistic model for
analyzing the business impact of changes in a network of services is
introduced together with a decision model for service changes sche-
duling with the aim of reducing the total expected change-related costs.
The proposal is then evaluated by using discrete event simulations of
different scenarios.

Silva and Yaix [44] propose process simulation as a key element to
guide the CIO and CEO in strategic business and IT alignment. They
show the benefits of their proposal by simulating the incident and
problem management process from the COBIT framework (which are
sub-processes of the change management process in the ITIL frame-
work). In this case, the simulation model is built using ADOIT®, which
uses its own modeling language and provides basic simulation analysis
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tools, such as cycle-time and resource-utilization reports.
Simulation has also been used as a means to generate data that help

validate conceptual assumptions. One example of this kind of applica-
tion was reported by Cordeiro et al. [11]. In this work, simulation is
used to generate the change logs that are consumed during the mining
process whose conceptual and technical feasibility is being proved.
Yang et al. [51] is another example of the use of simulated data to
evaluate a proposal. In this case, the term simulation is used with its
most general meaning, that is, the data used to validate “a patch
management framework based on SLA-driven patch applicability ana-
lysis” is not real but mocked, i.e., simulated. Even though these works
are in the context of improving some aspects of the change management
process, their main contributions are not aimed at building simulation
models. They make use of the term “simulation” to denote that to test
their proposals they are using data that imitates real-life ones. There-
fore, they differentiate from our work since in our case, the simulation
model is the core element of our contribution aimed to design and test
effective process improvement initiatives.

To the best of our knowledge, Thanheiser et al. [47] is the only
existing work describing the architecture of an agent-based simulation
model developed to assess an IT service architecture with respect to
service availability and service level management. Our research shares
with Thanheiser et al. [47] the use of the agent-based simulation to
address problems in the IT service management landscape. However,
while Thanheiser et al. ’s work aims at building a simulator to help in
the “design-time assessment of an IT service architecture”, our work is
focused on optimizing the execution of one key IT service management
process: the service change management. Besides, while their work is
focused on providing IT management with an assessment tool for par-
ticular service-oriented architecture implementations using agent-based
simulation, our work is aimed at helping IT management to improve
their decision making by optimizing the simulation of the IT manage-
ment processes, the IT service change management process being the
focus of this work.

2.2. Simulation optimization in ITSM

Simulation models allow the user to evaluate the outcomes of dif-
ferent process configurations and can help them find the combination of
input values that lead to optimal process performance. When the
number of different process configurations the user is interested in
evaluating is very large, the number of alternative configurations that
need to be simulated and compared grows exponentially. In these cases,
it is helpful to integrate simulation with optimization techniques [29].
Simulation optimization can be defined as the process of finding the best
values for a number of decision variables of a system, where the per-
formance is evaluated based on the output of a simulator that models
the system [37]. Simulation optimization is not a novel concept. Me-
taheuristics addressing problems that involve simulation are known as
simheuristics [9,25]. They have been widely used to deal with problems
that require reproducing the behavior of real systems, where un-
certainties can be present in different ways. Simheuristics have also
been applied with multi-objective optimization [49]. Some application
examples include problems related to mobile networks [15], production
planning [35], medicine [30], or water reservoir hedging [45], among
many others.

In order to find similar research initiatives aimed at using simula-
tion optimization in the scope of ITIL, and more specifically, in the
scope of the change management process, we performed a methodical
search of the literature. Our aim is not to perform a systematic literature
review study, but to apply a rigorous method to our searches so that the
relevant related works can be identified. A set of different categories
and keywords, together with their respective synonyms, acronyms, and
alternative spellings was designed as shown in Table 1 with the key-
words used for the searching process. When adding the keyword multi-
objective, there were no results.

The digital libraries (DL) where the searches were performed were:
IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library, ScienceDirect, ISI Web of Knowledge,
EI Compendex, SpringerLink, Inspec, Scopus and Kluwer.

Only 14 papers where found by the searches conducted. In most of
the papers retrieved, the term optimization is used in its most general
meaning, far from any form of mathematical or meta-heuristic opti-
mization. After removing three papers that were duplicated, the final
number of papers retrieved in the search was 11. A first analysis of the
papers retrieved, led us to discard 4 papers based on the fact that they
were not properly related to the field of simulation optimization within
the IT service management scope. This is the case of Xu et al. [50],
which describes the current state and development plans for research
and education on Services Sciences, Management and Engineering
(SSME) in the Harbin Institute of Technology (HIT) or Amin et al. [1],
which introduces the ProCEM® method (Process-Centric Enterprise
Modeling & Management) that follows the process-centric application
systems development style and integrates different services concerned
with organization structure and IT applications to support, execute, or
even automate the processes. Simulation and Optimization are among
the components of this framework. They are also mentioned as part of
the method described by Shrinivasan et al. [43] that helps validate the
intuitive direction and the polarity of a causal relationship among IT
service Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and estimate the values of
the KPIs. Finally, simulation is used as a means to assess a distributed IT
management framework as described by Jiang [24].

The exclusion of these non-related works left us with only 7 papers
that could be analyzed as truly related to the aim of our work, which is
to find existing works that apply simulation-based optimization in the
scope of IT service management, and more specifically the ITIL change
process.

Most of the regular papers retrieved propose the use of simulation as
a means to help decision-making or mitigate risks. The trade-off be-
tween energy-efficiency and resilience in communication networks is
addressed by Cholda and Jaglarz [10] as a risk mitigation problem. In
their work, the authors propose a method to find an optimal solution
that mitigates risk by iteratively combining simulations and linear
programming. The method is based on repeating a simplified risk
management cycle, where the optimization represents the risk control
phase and the simulation represents the risk assessment. Risk mitigation
and management is among the challenges of IT processes and among
the priorities of IT governance activities carried out in organizations.
Krey et al. [27] deal with the importance of IT governance in the Swiss
healthcare sector. They conclude that IT governance can help optimize
the business processes in the medical as well as non-medical areas of a
hospital. This work highlights the importance of having specific process
models for the health sector to optimize hospital strategies, making
adequate business decisions and minimize risks. It does not propose any
method of integrating simulation and optimization techniques in the IT
processes of the healthcare sector and concludes with the necessity of
carrying out a survey to find out the current status and spread of IT
governance in the mentioned sector.

The incident management process has been the process that has
attracted most of the research done applying simulation techniques.
According to ITIL [22], incident management is “the process through
which IT support organizations manage to restore normal service operation
after a service disruption”. Therefore, IT organizations need to measure

Table 1
Keywords used for the search.

Category Keywords

Information Technology Service Management ITSM, ITIL
Simulation Simulation, simulating, simulate
Optimization Optimization, optimization
Multi-objective Multi-objective
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the efficiency and effectiveness of their incident management strate-
gies. Simulation can help design and assess the outcomes of different
strategies so that the organization can implement the ones that provide
the best process results.

SYMIAN is a simulation-based decision support tool that helps to
analyze and optimize the incident management process of IT support
organizations [4]. SYMIAN is based on a discrete-event simulation
model and therefore models the IT support organization as a queuing
system. In their work, Bartolini and his colleagues introduce the tool
and provide an experimental evaluation of SYMIAN in a fictitious si-
tuation. Although the experimental results are intended to show how
the tool optimizes the process outputs, there is no evidence of the ap-
plication optimization techniques, and the results come from what
seems to be scenario comparison rather than proper simulation opti-
mization. In a later work [5], the same authors introduce HANNIBAL, a
discrete-event simulation tool that works together with SYMIAN for
business impact analysis and improvement of the incident management
process. We share a similar motivation with this work since both in-
itiatives aim to find the values for process options that optimize the
process outcomes. However, the simulation optimization methods used
are substantially different. In [5], the user defines a set of business
strategies and is interested in finding the one that best aligns with a
business objective. A business objective is a function that can aggregate
different objectives into a single function using weights that represent
the importance that the user gives to each objective. The tool performs
a sequence of activities that starts with a complete simulation for each
business strategy and calculates its cost. After that, the optimization
process consists of selecting the business strategy that has the best
alignment to the business objective. In our approach, the user first sets
the acceptable range for the decision variables and their constraints and
then selects the outputs whose values are to be either maximized or
minimized together. Then, it is the multi-objective evolutionary algo-
rithm, and not the user, who defines the best strategy, relying on si-
mulations to obtain the process performance of all tentative solutions
generated (i.e., process configurations). The process performance ob-
tained by simulation is used to calculate the fitness of the tentative
solution within the solution domain. Therefore, our approach does not
evaluate several ad hoc strategies as in [5], but it automatically gen-
erates and evaluates several tens of thousands of them.

Bartolini et al. [6] deepen in the simulation modeling of a single IT
support group. In this case, the support group is modeled by using a
discrete-event mode with multiple-priority queues. This component is
then integrated into SYMIAN simulation core to allow the users to si-
mulate what-if scenarios. In addition, the tool counts with an optimizer
component materialized as an R application. The optimizer allows to
find the values for the model parameters that “enable the most accurate
reenactment of a real life support group”. To do that, the optimizer relies
on a non-linear optimization algorithm based on the Limited memory
Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (L-BFGS) algorithm [34] to mini-
mize the Wilcoxon distance [34] between the simulation outputs and
the real values collected from historic data. In this work, optimization is

only used to guide the inference of model parameters that make the
simulation outputs reproduce closely the historic data collected, i.e.
model calibration. The application of simulation-based optimization to
improve process performance, which is our goal, is not among the aims
of this work.

The remaining related works in the scope of the IT service man-
agement simulation optimization have been proposed by Orta
et al. [39], and Orta and Ruiz [38]. In their first work [39], the authors
offer a comprehensive review of the research papers that apply simu-
lation modeling in the ITSM context, propose a decision-making fra-
mework based on simulation modeling to improve ITSM and illustrate
the usefulness of this framework with two application cases including
model simulations and optimization experiments to determine the op-
timal process configuration. In a following contribution, the authors
propose a business-process and simulation-based method to support
ITIL implementation and present the results of an application case in
the context of the incident management process of a real company. In
both works, the simulation optimization experiments were set in the
scope of the ITIL incident management process and made use of the
optimization engine implemented in OptQuest® to find the best process
configuration that maximizes the number of incidents solved. These
works serve as clear examples of single-objective simulation optimiza-
tion in the ITSM domain.

After the analysis of the previous works describing the use of si-
mulation optimization in the scope of IT service management, we can
conclude that this is a topic where very little research effort has been
applied (see Table 2). In the small number of cases describing an ap-
plication of simulation optimization, this has been of the single-objec-
tive category, despite the multi-objective nature of the problem: in IT
service management, it is usual that conflicting objectives (i.e., the
KPIs) interact with each other in nonlinear ways. As a result, a multi-
objective optimization approach seems to be more adequate in this
domain. To the best of our knowledge, which is based on the findings of
the systematic searches performed, our proposal is the first one that
aims at using simulation-based multi-objective optimization to improve
decision making in ITSM domain and, more specifically, in the scope of
the change management process.

3. Simulation model for the ITIL change management process

This section introduces briefly the change management process
abstraction and describes the simulation model built following Law's
methodology [28]. The layout of the description is partly based on
Kellner's proposal for describing simulation models [26].

3.1. Process abstraction

This section provides a short introduction to the ITIL change man-
agement process with a focus on those aspects of the process that are
especially relevant to the purpose of the model. A comprehensive de-
scription of the process can be found in the ITIL Service Transition

Table 2
Summary of relevant works related to ITIL process optimization based on simulation.

Ref. Simulation scope Method Simulation-based optimization

[10] Risk mitigation in resilient green communication
networks

Networks represented as undirected graphs and linear programming
to optimize recovery strategies risk and cost

Bi-objective linear programming

[27] IT process optimization for hospitals No method integrating simulation & optimization is proposed No
[4] Performance analysis and optimization of the incident

management process
Discrete-event simulation No

[5] Business impact analysis and improvement of the
incident management process

Discrete-event simulation Limited to a number of ad hoc
strategies

[6] Modeling of a single IT support group Discrete-event simulation with multiple-priority queues No
[39], [38] ITIL Incident management process performance Discrete-event simulation Single objective
Our work ITIL Change management process Discrete-event and agent-based simulation Multi-objective metaheuristics
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Guide [36].
The ITIL definition of change is “the addition, modification or re-

moval of anything that could have an effect on IT services” [36].
Changes are requested by a formal proposal called RFC (Request for
Change). A change can be requested by an individual or a business unit.
ITIL describes three types of service change: a) Standard, a relatively
common low-risk and pre-authorized change, b) Emergency, an urgent
change to solve a critical situation, and c) Normal, a change that is
neither standard or urgent. Additionally, changes can be categorized
depending on their cost and risk into major, significant and minor
changes. This classification helps in identifying the suitable authority
level to authorize and manage them. Once a RFC is produced, a change
record is created. A change record is a record that contains all the in-
formation of the lifecycle of a particular change.

At a very high level, the ITIL change management process can be
described as the processing and managing of change records from an
open state to a closed state performed by different resources. Fig. 1
shows the typical activities1 needed to manage an individual change,
the roles involved in each one and the different states of the change
lifecycle. These activities are: (a) Create and record the RFC; (b) Review
the RFC, so that incomplete or wrongly routed changes can be conse-
quently addressed; (c) Assess and evaluate the change, so that the
business justification, impact, cost, etc. and relevant areas of interest
and authority are evaluated; (d) Authorize the change, so that the au-
thorization/rejection for the change can be communicated, especially
to the change initiator; (e) Plan updates, so that the scheduling in-
formation for task development and testing is completed; (f) Coordinate
change implementation, so that the activities needed to implement the
change are properly performed; and (g) Review and close change, so
that the change and its documentation can be reviewed, the lessons
learned gathered and the change can be formally closed.

The coordinator of the change team and the main responsible for the
process is the change manager who needs to ensure that all the activ-
ities are undertaken, documented and reviewed in an appropriate
manner. The decisions of the change manager are supported by the
Change Advisory Board (CAB) that gives approval to the requested
changes and assistance in the assessment and prioritization of changes.

3.2. Purpose and scope of the simulation model

The purpose of the simulation model is to help decision-making in
the change process management of the service transition stage of the IT
service lifecycle as defined by ITIL, with the aim of supporting decisions
towards process efficiency. The model can be configured via a set of
input parameters to present the operational characteristics of real-
world change management processes and provide output information
related to the process typical Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).
Accordingly, the scope of the model is the whole of the process as de-
scribed by ITIL: from change initiation to change closure.

3.3. Input parameters

The input parameters of the simulation model are used to tune the
operation of the model to mimic that of the real-world change man-
agement process carried out in an organization. Different sets of para-
meter values enable the simulation of wide range of change processes
using different scenarios. Since our intention is to make this simulation
model highly configurable to simulate ITIL-based change management
process from different organizations and be able to replicate multiple
adjustments to these change processes, the model accepts a large
number of input parameters (a total of 136, between scalar and vec-
torial inputs). These input parameters help the model user tune the
model to each particular process implementation, adjusting the model's
behavior to different situations and thus improving its flexibility. The
model parameters have been selected by analyzing carefully the de-
scription of the IT service change process in the ITIL Service Transition

Fig. 1. ITIL change management process.

1 In order to provide an overall view of the process, the figure has been simplified. The
implementation of the model takes into account the feedback loops in the management of
each change.
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guide [36] and our experience with simulation model building for ITIL
implementations [39,38], with the aim of providing a sufficiently
flexible and highly adaptable model assuring that every parameter has a
real-world counterpart.

In order to design the scenario the user is interested in simulating,
the input parameters need to receive values. These values can be ob-
tained from different sources. The most realistic simulation outputs will
be obtained when the model parameters are fed with real data that the
organization has already collected. However, sometimes organizations
do not count with either reliable data about the execution of their
processes or the data available is not enough to provide all the input
parameter values. In the absence of real data or in the case that the
model is used to provide insights about a hypothetical situation, the
users can provide subjective estimates for the model inputs. On the
other hand, when real world data is available, running optimization
experiments can help users to find the values of the input parameters
that fit such data, following what is known as a calibration process.
Practically, the input parameters used to set a simulation experiment
with this model are configured in an Excel spreadsheet that is loaded
into the model at run time. Because it is not feasible to describe each of
them individually in this paper, we outline the different categories of
inputs that the model accepts and provide some examples of parameters
in each category.

• Change types. This group helps define the input stream of changes to
be processed. Examples of inputs in this group are the change type,
the change complexity factor and the range of configuration items
affected by the change.

• Processing durations. The parameters grouped in this category help
define the duration of each task of change processing, desegregated
by change type and category. Providing an estimate for the duration
of every task within a process execution implies a high level of
uncertainty given the multiple factors of different nature that lead to
a wide range of possible completion times. This is particularly true
in tasks that can be performed within feedback loops, like the ones
in the service change process, since the number of repetitions of the
task and the completion time of each execution is unpredictable.
The problem of uncertain task durations has been traditionally
overcome in management by estimating the probability distribution
of the duration times. The triangular distribution of three-point
distribution is commonly used to solve this estimation problem since
it is easy to use and requires only three estimates of minimum, most
likely and maximum durations which should be within the esti-
mating capability of the IT manager [12,29]. For this reason, tasks
durations are modeled as a three-point estimation for the lower
limit, upper limit and mode of a triangular distribution. At the be-
ginning of a simulation run, the value for each task duration is
stochastically calculated from its corresponding triangular dis-
tribution. The tasks included in the model are the ones represented
in Fig. 1.

• Change resources. This group helps define the size and features of the
resource pools available to process changes. Examples of inputs in
this group are the number of change reviewers, the number of
change developers, their processing efficiency, the number and
timetable of each working shift and the resource allocation to
working shifts. By processing efficiency, we mean how well the
processing task is performed, i.e. does it introduce errors or delays
into the process? This is directly related to the skill of the resources
performing the change processing tasks, i.e. how well they do their
jobs. The value is provided as the probability that the resource has
of introducing errors or delays in the process, measured in percent.

• Task parameters. This group helps define the tasks features such as
their priorities in the resource request queues. Examples of inputs in
this group are the weighting factors applied to the priority of re-
quests and to the priority of long running tasks, so that, during the
simulation, resource monopolization can be avoided.

• Process decisions. This group of parameters help define the decisions
made by the different roles with responsibility in the change man-
agement process, for instance, whether a change is authorized or
rejected. Examples of inputs in this group are the statistical dis-
tributions that define the activation probability of each decision
component coded in the model implementation.

There are other input parameters that help configure the general
settings of the model such as the model time, and the randomness. Since
these are not particular inputs of the change process management
model, but general inputs applicable to every simulation model, they
have not been described in this section.

3.4. Output variables

The output variables are the information elements needed to fulfill
the purpose of the model. Change process success can be studied under
different and complementary dimensions. First, the value dimension,
which means that the process must assure the reduction of the negative
impacts of change over the business. Second, the efficiency dimension,
which means the process must be carried out in a timely and costly
effective way. Third, the risk dimension, which means that changes
must be handled in a risk-controlled way. Our simulation model is
suitable to explore the efficiency dimension of the process as described
above.

In order to provide meaningful outputs to help improve process
efficiency, the outputs selected for this model are intended to serve as a
basic for the calculation of the typical Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs) suggested for the ITIL change management process [36]. It is
important to notice that since this is a dynamic simulation model, the
outputs do not only contain the values achieved at the end of the si-
mulation, but are being updated dynamically during a simulation run.
The user interface of the model updates and represents graphically the
evolution of the output variables selected by the user during the model
run. The model outputs are grouped into the following categories:

• Change counts by state. This category groups the outputs regarding
the total number of change records that are currently in each change
state (i.e. new, authorized, scheduled. See Fig. 1 for the complete list
of change states).

• Average durations of completed changes by state. This category groups
the outputs regarding the 4M (Minimum, Maximum, Mean and
Median) values for time that all completed change records have
spent in each change estate.

• Percentage of changes completed on time by type. This category groups
the outputs regarding the ratio of changes completed on time di-
vided by the total number of changes completed, both values se-
parated by change type (i.e. major, significant, and minor).

• Percentage of closed changes by state. This category groups the outputs
regarding the number of closed changes by state divided by the total
number of closed changes.

• Number of completed changes by type. This category groups the out-
puts regarding the number of completed changes by type.

• Overall percentage of changes completed on time. This category groups
the outputs regarding the total number of changes completed on
time divided by the total number of changes completed.

• Overall process step count. This category groups the outputs regarding
the 4M values for the number of process steps taken by completed
changes by change type.

• Change duration. This category groups the outputs regarding the 4M
values for the duration of all completed changes for each change
type.

• Overall actual /predicted duration ratio. This category groups the
outputs regarding the 4M values of the ratio of actual change
duration divided by predicted duration for all completed changes.

• Change success rate. Percentage of changes deemed successful at
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review/number of RFCs approved.

• Change resource utilization. This category groups the outputs re-
garding the percentage utilization of each resource type. It is mea-
sured as the ratio of the resource's busy time divided by its available
working time.

• Total change hours required. This category groups the outputs re-
garding the sum of the number of hours used per resource type
across all work shifts.

For the aggregated variables, their values are based on a one-year
window of data, i.e. at any moment in time the output variable value
will be based on the last 365 days of a closed change data.

3.5. Model implementation

The model is built under a multi-method simulation approach with
components built under the agent-based and the discrete-event simu-
lation approaches. The AnyLogic™ modeling and simulation software
has been used to seamlessly integrate these components into a single
simulation model. The combined usage of the different simulation
methods allows us to take advantage of the strengths of each of the
simulation approaches in modeling the ITIL change management pro-
cess. After developing early prototypes under different simulation ap-
proaches (System Dynamics, Discrete-event and Agent-based), we
decided that the agent-based approach was the most suitable to model
the process. The early prototypes developed using the other simulation
methods did not provide as good representation of the reality of the
change management process and resulted in excessively complex
models, with little flexibility and difficult to update.

In this model, there are several agent types, each one representing
each of the model's logical sections. These agent types can be grouped
logically into two groups: a) Change Record agent type, and b) Change
Processing Role agent type. The event- and time-driven behaviors of the
agents in the model have been implemented using statecharts and ac-
tion charts. Additionally, the discrete-event simulation method is used
to implement the utilization of resources by the agents. The following
subsections provide detailed information about the different agent

types and their behavior, as well as the different resource pools of the
discrete-event model.

3.5.1. Change Record agents
In ITIL, a Change Record is created after receiving an RFC. It con-

tains all the information regarding a single change and it is updated as
the change lifecycle progresses. In our model, whenever an RFC is re-
ceived, a new Change Record agent of the Change Record agent type is
created and instantiated with the data of the RFC.

A Change Record agent type is implemented by two statecharts.
Fig. 2 shows the statechart that describes the Change Record agent
lifecycle. This statechart is based on the process flow for a normal
change suggested by ITIL [36]. The boxes represent all the attainable
states for a change record and the arrows represent all the allowable
transitions between those states. Both forward and backward transi-
tions between states are included to cover all possible outcomes (i.e.
successful or non-successful) in the normal change process. Composite
states have been added to give a logical grouping of states and to add
clarity to some of the state transitions. Additionally, a second statechart
is used to control the processing steps inside each change lifecycle state
(see Fig. 3). This statechart keeps track of the progress of its enclosing
change record. It allows processing to be paused (e.g. due to the end of
the scheduled working periods or interruptions to process higher
priority tasks), resumed again at a later time (e.g. when a suitable re-
source is available), until it is verified that the processing step has
completed.

3.5.2. Change Processing Role agents
There are seven generalized roles that describe the tasks in the ITIL

change management process: 1) initiator, who raises the request for a
change, 2) practitioner, who submits requests for evaluation, 3) ap-
prover, who formally authorizes changes, 4) scheduler, who plans and
schedule changes, 5) developer, who procures, develops, builds and
tests whatever is needed for the change, 6) deployer, who takes built
and tested solutions and implements them in the target environment,
and 7) closer, who reviews the change and formally closes it. A com-
prehensive list of the tasks performed by each role can be found in the

Fig. 2. Change Record agent type — Lifecycle statechart.
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ITIL Service Transition guide [36].
To model the tasks performed by each change processing role, a

particular agent type, with its correspondent statecharts, has been
created. Change record processing is carried out by a population of
agents of these agent types. For a given change, its current state change
record lifecycle state determines which change processing role and
therefore which change processing agent should be processing the
change to make it progress to the next lifecycle state.

To add realism, task processing within the simulation model can
only occur when there are resources available and only during the re-
source's scheduled work times. The agents compete with each other to
obtain resources from their assigned resource pools in order to perform
the required change processing tasks on the change records. The model
reproduces the common situation that occurs when the processing of
longer running tasks get interrupted by higher priority tasks and lower
priority tasks have to wait for others to complete before they can be
advanced. In addition, at the end of each scheduled work period, pro-
cessing will stop and will not start again until the start of the next
scheduled period.

3.5.3. Change Processing resources
In the model, each of the change roles requiring change manage-

ment resources sends a resource request to a queue. From there, as
resources become available, the resource requests are selected in
priority order, the resource is assigned and the task processing is per-
formed. When the processing of the task has completed, the resource is
released and becomes available again for any other queued requests.
This queuing and task assignment functionality has been developed as a
discrete-event model and embedded inside the agent-based model.

Each resource pool is constrained by the number of people com-
promising the group and by the group work schedule. The actual
number of resources in each resource pool and their different shifts are
configured using the input parameters of the model and thus can be
varied during the simulation experiments.

During a simulation run, the user interface represents the real-time
evolution of the main output variables as well as allows the user to
make changes to the most relevant input parameters so that questions
of the What if...? type can be analyzed.

Simulation modeling serves as a valuable technique towards ITIL
implementation, especially in the process design, analysis and im-
provement phases [38]. In the particular case of the change

management process, the model presented in this work enables the IT
change manager to perform different types of simulation studies such as
interactive simulations, parameter variation experiments, sensitivity
analyses and optimization experiments that can help such managers
improve their decisions in real-life situations, such as deciding on the
prioritization strategies applied to evaluate the change requests, the
size and features of the resources used or the activities designed to
improve the duration of the change processing tasks.

4. Metaheuristics and simulation-based optimization

Metaheuristics [46] are a family of approximate techniques for
solving optimization problems, capable of providing accurate solutions
to difficult problems in reasonable time. Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs)
are particularly suitable metaheuristics to solve Multi-objective Opti-
mization Problems (MOP) [13]. One reason for that is that they deal
simultaneously with a set of tentative solutions (the so-called popula-
tion) that is evolved, allowing them to capture the dominance relations
among solutions, helping to efficiently guide the search towards the
Pareto-optimal front. Indeed, EAs can find good approximations of
Pareto optimal set in a single run [13].

4.1. Metaheuristics algorithms

As previously stated, a large number of problems within the soft-
ware engineering domain can be solved with metaheuristic techniques.
Among their many different applications, they can be used to solve
MOP, which are those involving multiple and conflicting objective
functions simultaneously. In general, the solutions for MOPs form a
Pareto front of non-dominated solutions, which can be formally defined
as follows.

Given the minimization of n components fk,k=1,…,n, of a vector
function f of a vector variable x inD , i.e., f ( x )=(f1(x),…,fn(x)), and
subject to inequality and equality constraints (gj(x) ≥ 0,j=1,…,J and
hk(x)= 0,k=1,…,K):
Definition 1. Pareto Dominance. A vector → = …u u u( , , )k1 dominates a
vector → = …v v v( , , )k1 , denoted by →≼→u v iff →u is partially less than →v ,
i.e., ∀i ∈ (1,…,k),ui ≤ vi ∧∃i ∈ (1,…,k) : ui< vi (assuming minimization
of all objectives).

The Pareto front is the set of optimal solutions, for which no ob-
jective can be improved without worsening at least one of the other
objectives.

We have selected two well-known multi-objective evolutionary al-
gorithms from the literature to solve the proposed problem, NSGA-
II [14] and SPEA2 [53]. Although, there are more recent algorithms
discussed in the literature, these two are among the most frequently
used, and are still considered “state of the art” even though they were
published more than fifteen years ago.

The Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II, NSGA-II [14], is a
Genetic Algorithm (GA) that assigns a fitness value to individuals ac-
cording to their dominance level (through Ranking method) and di-
versity (thanks to Crowding technique). In every generation, a new
population (with the same size as the original one) is created through
the iterative application of the genetic operators. The next generation
population is created by merging the two populations using the Ranking
and Crowding methods to select the most promising solutions for the
search process. Ranking orders solutions according to the dominance
concept. Crowding assigns higher fitness to those solutions that are more
isolated, representing the areas of the Pareto front approximation that
are less explored.

The Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm 2, SPEA2 [53], makes
use of an external archive to store the best non-dominated solutions
found. The size of the archive is limited, therefore the algorithm im-
plements a mechanism to keep the most promising solutions when it

Fig. 3. Change Record agent type — Processing steps statechart.
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becomes full. For that, the strength of individuals is defined in terms of
the number of other individuals they dominate in the population. A
fitness value is assigned to every individual, computed as the sum of its
strength raw fitness and a density estimation, so that individuals with
the lowest fitness can be discarded, if needed. The algorithm evolves
the population through the iterative application of the variation op-
erators on the individuals, storing all generated non-dominated solu-
tions in the archive. After every generation, the population of the next
generation is built from the current population and the archive, using
the previously defined fitness to discard less promising solutions.

In this work, we use the implementation provided by the jMetal2

framework [16], a metaheuristic algorithm framework that implements
many of the current state of the art MOEAs, including NSGA-II and
SPEA2. We also used the parameter settings proposed in the original
papers, with the exception of the population and archive sizes that was
set to 50 solutions. The termination condition of the algorithms was set
to 5000 iterations.

4.2. Linking Anylogic™ and jMetal

The interaction we built between Anylogic™ simulator and jMetal
optimization framework is shown in Fig. 4. As previously said, we use
in this work NSGA-II and SPEA2 algorithms, among those provided in
jMetal. These algorithms follow an iterative process in which new so-
lutions (a solution in our context is an assignment of values to the de-
cision variables, presented later in Table 3) are continuously being
created by applying stochastic genetic operators on the solutions in the
population. Every time a new solution is generated, Anylogic™ para-
meters are configured as described by the solution, and the simulation
is run. Once the simulation is finished, jMetal takes the values of the
defined KPIs from Anylogic™, and use them as the fitness of the solu-
tion.

The communication between jMetal and AnyLogic™ is carried out
using the Google Protocol Buffers3 to serialize the data to be exchanged
between both applications as a TCP/IP client-server framework. In this
way, AnyLogic™ acts as the server and, after starting the execution,
executes via shell command the jMetal experiment and waits for a
jMetal message. When AnyLogic™ receives a jMetal message, it runs a
simulation experiment with the received variables and returns the si-
mulation output to jMetal, that waits for the simulation results in order
to evaluate the solution. This loop is repeated until jMetal reaches the
stopping criteria and closes the communication. This approach has been

also applied by other authors such as Beham et al. [7] to link Anylogic™
with HeuristicLab4, another optimization framework.

5. Experimental work

In this section, we describe the experimental work carried out to
perform multi-objective simulation optimization on the simulation
model created. First, we introduce the motivation and formulation of
the problem; next, we show the optimal solutions found by both (i)
Anylogic™ (as standalone tool with its built-in optimizer) and (ii)
combining Anylogic™ and jMetal for multi-objective simulation opti-
mization.

5.1. Problem formulation

ITIL recommends each organization to define their own Critical
Success Factors (CSFs) to achieve their particular mission, objectives or
goals. The ITIL Service Transition Glossary defines a CSF as “Something
that must happen if a Process, Project, Plan, or IT Service is to suc-
ceed” [36]. Basically, a CSF can be understood as a high-level goal
critical for the success of the organization. Given the strategic nature of
CSFs, they are often tracked and measured in terms of a set of Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs). KPIs can be defined as the most im-
portant metrics used to report on process performance that contributes
to measure the achievement of CSFs. Thus each CSF will have a small
set of KPIs associated. Frequently, CSFs are qualitative and meant to
answer the question What should be done to achieve success? Com-
plementarily, KPIs are quantitative and meant to answer the question
Are we successful?

For the purpose of this study, we will consider an IT service orga-
nization with a set of CSFs defined. Let us assume that among their
CSFs, there is one related to delivering process efficiency. This decision
is based upon the widely accepted assumption that every organization
should succeed in delivering efficient processes.

The problem of IT change process efficiency can be defined as an-
other instance of the well-known time-cost-quality triangle, in which
three conflicting factors need to be optimized in order to achieve effi-
ciency [2,23]. Under this consideration, the KPIs that can be associated
with delivering an effective IT service change process are:

• KPI 1: Percentage of changes completed successfully within the time
estimates, as a measure of the time factor. The higher the value of
this KPI, the better for the process efficiency.

Fig. 4. Interaction between jMetal and Anylogic™.

2 https://github.com/jMetal/jMetal.
3 https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers/. 4 http://dev.heuristiclab.com/.
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• KPI 2: Actual change duration/estimated change duration, as a
measure of internal quality. The lower the value of this KPI, the
better for the process efficiency.

• KPI 3: Overall number of resources utilized, as a measure of cost.
The lower the value of this KPI, the better for the process efficiency.

Before using the simulation model to show how multi-objective si-
mulation optimization can help decision-makers in achieving effi-
ciency-based CSF, it is necessary to establish the simulation scenario
that will serve as the foundation for this experiment. One of the critical
decisions that change process managers need to make relates to the
configuration of the process staff, as different staff configurations may
lead to different outcomes. We assume that the staff involved in the
fulfillment of the change management process have the following roles
(besides the initiator, the practitioner, the approver, and the closer): a)
change management, b) change developer, and c) change deployer. For
each role, let us assume there are four possible basic shifts:

• Central, from 9 am to 6 pm, with one-hour break at 1 pm.

• Early, from 6 am to 3 pm, with one-hour break at 10 am.

• Late, from 2 pm to 11 pm, with one-hour break at 6 pm.

• Night, from 10 pm to 7 am, with a break at 2 am.

For change developers, there is a special shift:

• Weekend, Saturdays and Sundays, 7 am to 10 pm, with one-hour
breaks at noon and 5 pm.

We are interested in finding the optimal combination of staff resulting
in the best possible solution towards the achievement of the CSF mea-
sured in terms of the KPIs previously described. An optimization process
can help in finding these values by running repetitive simulations of the
model, each with different values in the input parameters and locating the
values that solve the problem. For this particular study, the optimization
parameters, i.e., decision variables, selected are the ones defining the
number of people per role who are working on each of the working shifts.

In order to propose a realistic simulation scenario, and based on our
own experience, we set the problem variables and their range of al-
lowed values as listed below. However, users will probably need to
adjust the values of these parameters in order to tailor the simulation to
his/her own particular needs.

• Bounds for change management central staff: cmC ∈ [1,3]

• Bounds for change management early staff: cmE ∈ [0,2]

• Bounds for change management late staff: cmL ∈ [0,2]

• Bounds for change management night staff: cmN ∈ [0,1]

• Bounds for change developer central staff: cDvC ∈ [3,14]

• Bounds for change developer early staff: cDvE ∈ [0,1]

• Bounds for change developer late staff: cDvL ∈ [0,11]

• Bounds for change developer night staff: cDvN ∈ [0,3]

• Bounds for change deployer night staff: cDpN ∈ [1,5]

• Bounds for change deployer weekend staff: cDpW ∈ [1,5]

Not every combination of values for the optimization parameters is
acceptable in a real-life situation. For this reason, we also need to add
some constraints upon the values of the optimization parameters. The
constraints set for the optimization experiments performed is formally
defined as:

• The change management staff cannot exceed 3 workers:
cmC+ cmE+ cmL+ cmN ≤ 3.

• The change developer staff cannot exceed 14 workers:
cDvC+ cDvE+ cDvL+ cDvN ≤ 14.

• The change deployer staff cannot exceed 6 workers: cDpN+ cDpW
≤ 6.

Formally, our problem is defined as the optimization of the fol-
lowing three functions:
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where C is the set of required changes, ti is the real time required to
process change i and eti is the estimated time to process change i.

It is important to note that, as described in Section 3.3, the number
of working shifts, their respective timetable and the allocation of staff
to each shift can be configured by using the different input parameters
of the simulation model. The values shown in this section are only in-
tended to illustrate a possible configuration of the process within an IT
organization that is based on the authors' experience and the informa-
tion found in the available literature. Similarly, the configuration of the
parameters range and constraints is also illustrative and can be adapted
to the values of interest in any given particular situation.

5.2. Anylogic™ optimization

Anylogic™ simulation software comes with OptQuest™ 5 optimiza-
tion engine. This optimization tool helps to find the values of model

Table 3
Solutions selected from the Pareto front and solution obtained by AnyLogic™.

Decision variable Solution 1 Solution 2 Solution 3 AnyLogic™

Input parameters Change Management Early 0 0 0 1
Change Management Central 1 1 1 1
Change Management Late 2 2 0 1
Change Management Night 1 1 1 1
Change Developer Early 1 7 7 5
Change Developer Central 4 4 3 6
Change Developer Late 9 2 2 1
Change Developer Night 1 0 0 1
Change Deployer Night 3 3 4 3
Change Deployer Weekend 1 1 1 2

KPIs Percent Changes Completed OnTime 94.77 93.67 93.07 92.83
Change Duration Ratio 0.70 0.84 1.05 0.88
Number of Change Resources 23 21 19 22

5 http://www.opttek.com/OptQuest
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parameters that maximize or minimize the model's objective function.
Fig. 5 depicts this process.

We used Anylogic™ optimization facilities to find a solution for the
problem previously stated. However, the type of simulation-based op-
timization problem that one can solve with Anylogic™ falls in the ca-
tegory of single-objective optimization. For this reason, we created a
simulation optimization experiment in Anylogic™ that minimizes the
total number of staff involved in the change process, while assuring that
at least 90% of the changes are completed on time.

5.3. Multi-objective optimization

We executed six independent runs of NSGA-II and SPEA2 to find
accurate trade-off solutions to our problem. The simulation process is
shown in Fig. 4. From all the solutions found in the different runs of the
two algorithms, we built a single Pareto front containing all best non-
dominated solutions. The resulting Pareto front is composed of 27
highly accurate solutions, and it is shown in Fig. 6 (the solution pro-
vided by the optimizer embedded in Anylogic™ is plotted as a gray
square for reference). In this figure, we can observe that 89% of the
solutions require a change duration ratio less than 5.0. Additionally, it
can be seen that those solutions with the highest percentage of changes
completed are, as it could be expected, the more expensive ones (i.e.,
the ones requiring the highest number of staff). The solutions with more
than 80% changes completed on time require at least 15 persons.

Furthermore, we are interested in analyzing our solutions, and
compare them versus the one reported by AnyLogic™. To do so, we
select a subset of three solutions we consider interesting, out of the 27
ones in the Pareto front approximation we computed, just like a deci-
sion maker would do. We also defined and followed some ad hoc cri-
teria. The selected solutions are shown in Table 3, and we consider they
are interesting solutions for the organization for the following reasons:

• Solution 1. The one with the best percentage of completed changes
on time (KPI 1).

• Solution 2. We first select the 30% best solutions from the Pareto

front, according to the percentage of changes completed on time
(KPI 1). From those solutions, we keep the 30% best solutions that
minimize the duration ratio (KPI 2). Finally, from this resulting set,
the solution that needs the minimum number of staff was selected as
Solution 2 (KPI 3).

• Solution 3. We choose the 30% best solutions from the Pareto front
in terms of the duration ratio (KPI 2) and, among them, we further
select the 30% best solutions guided by the number of staff that
were selected (KPI 3). Solution 3 is the one maximizing the per-
centage of changes completed on time (KPI 1) from the selected
ones.

From the ITSM point of view, all these solutions are among the most
expensive ones for the organization, as they require a large number of
personnel. However, the solutions found that needed a low number of
personnel were always poor solutions that do not lead to the process-
efficiency CSF achievement. If we compare the solutions provided by
our approach versus that of Anylogic™ (shown in Table 3), we can see
that the latter cannot outperform any of the selected solutions from the
multi-objective algorithms. Indeed, Solution 2 (from the proposed
multi-objective approach) outperforms the solution provided by Any-
logic™ for the three objectives.

It is beyond the scope of this work to conduct a detailed comparison
of the two used multi-objective optimization algorithms. However, we
noticed that the three best solutions (those presented in Table 3) were
all found by the SPEA2 algorithm. Both algorithms implement the same
selection, recombination, and mutation operators. In addition, the
number of non-dominated solutions in the Pareto front approximations
do not reach the limit in any of the two algorithms (set to 50 in our
experiments), so the strength raw fitness operator of SPEA2 does not
have any effect on the performance of the algorithm (note that it is used
to select the solutions to discard from the archive when its limit is ex-
ceeded). Therefore, we suspect that the use of an external archive of
solutions benefits SPEA2 against NSGA-II. Implementing an external
archive allows SPEA2 keeping a more diverse population with respect
to NSGA-II, which requires a stronger elitist policy to avoid missing any
non-dominated solutions from the population.

6. Conclusions and future work

IT service management frameworks provide important guidance for
change management in IT organizations. However, decision-making in
this area is a complex process that involves a large number of difficult
decisions which have a crucial impact on the achievement of the or-
ganization's Critical Success Factors (CSFs). Similarly to many other
engineering problems, efficient change management requires opti-
mizing several objectives simultaneously, such as maximizing the per-
centage of changes completed on time and minimizing the change
duration ratio and the number of resources used.

In this paper, to help change process managers make better deci-
sions, we have described a proposal based on using multi-objective
optimization to optimize the outputs of a multi-method simulation
model of the ITIL change process. The simulation model built is based
on the agent-based and discrete-event simulation paradigms and si-
mulates the whole process lifecycle, from change initiation to change
closure, allowing the study of the average yearly performance of the
process. Google Protocol Buffers has been used to facilitate the ex-
change of information between AnylogicTM software, which runs the

Fig. 6. Pareto front of the best non-dominated solutions found. The solution
found by Anylogic™ optimizer is represented as a gray square.

Fig. 5. Anylogic™ optimization via OptQuest™ software.
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simulation model, and the jMetal framework, which implements the
multi-objective optimization algorithms used in this study.

To illustrate how multi-objective simulation optimization can help
improve decision-making in this area, we have formulated a problem
consisting of helping to achieve a very common CSF aimed at ensuring
change process efficiency, i.e. the process is carried out in a timely and
cost-effective way. The problem of IT change process efficiency has
been defined as another instance of the well-known time-cost-quality
triangle, in which three conflicting variables need to be optimized in
order to achieve efficiency. After setting a particular simulation sce-
nario, selecting the decision variables and setting the constraints for the
optimization experiment, the problem was solved with two well-known
multi-objective evolutionary algorithms, i.e. NSGA-II and SPEA2. Three
solutions were selected from the best non-dominated solutions found in
our experiments. These solutions were selected for being the ones
leading to optimal values for the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
associated with the CSF previously mentioned. Furthermore, the solu-
tions found by the multi-objective evolutionary algorithms were com-
pared with the solution provided by the AnylogicTM built-in optimizer.
As a result, the multi-objective evolutionary algorithms could find
better solutions than the ones offered by AnylogicTM in all objectives.

Even though our experimental work has been done in the scope of
the ITIL change management process, our proposal is clearly extensible
to other ITIL processes or other processes defined in other ITSM fra-
meworks. In fact, we plan to continue the development of the simula-
tion models of the ITIL processes that interact with the change man-
agement process such as: configuration management, problem
management and incident management, being the last one already
built [38], to give a more complete support to decision-making towards
process efficiency in the Service Transition stage of the IT service life-
cycle. Since this proposal benefits from the advantages of the multi-
objective optimization approach applied to the results of simulation
models, the range of the solutions provided in the Pareto front can help
IT managers understand the effect of different management strategies
and improve their decision-making towards more efficient processes.

As future work, we also intend to apply multiple algorithms to this
new optimization problem we have defined in this work, and carry out
a thorough comparison of their performance. Also, we need to consider
parallel versions of the algorithms, because the simulations require a
high computational cost. In this sense, our architecture with Google
protobuffer allows us to easily distribute the load to multiple machines.
Finally, as the number of variables and solutions in the Pareto can be
large, we will need to explore visualization and clustering techniques to
present the results, as well as defining new multicriteria decision
making methods to choose the solutions to adopt among those in the
Pareto front.
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Chapter 6

Design of a TTC Antenna using
Simulation and Multi-objective
Evolutionary Algorithms

The design of a Compact Dual-band Equatorial helix antenna using Computational Elec-
tromagnetic Methods (CEM) together with multi-objective optimization algorithms is
presented. These antennas are used for Telemetry, Tracking, and Control (TTC) of satel-
lites from the terrain base station. In order to optimize the parameters an antenna, a
simulation-optimization process is shown along a real case study. The parameters of the
antenna that fulfills the radiation patterns needed for the communication are obtained
using a simulation tool called MONURBS together with two well-known multi-objective
algorithms: NSGA-II and SPEA-2. In this work, a comparison with previous designs
and the antenna prototype are presented, showing that this approach can obtain multiple
valid solutions and accelerate the design process.
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INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we present a case study about how to apply

simulation–optimization, i.e., the application of simula-

tion together with a multiobjective algorithm can help us

to optimize the design parameters of an antenna with very

stringent constrains. The objective is to obtain a compact

dual-band helical antenna for Telemetry, Tracking, and

Control (TTC) of satellites. A TTC subsystem provides

the communication between a satellite and a ground sta-

tion, as illustrated in Figure 1. The Telemetry system mon-

itors the satellite retrieving its health and status of other

subsystems and sending data to the station. The Tracking

subsystem manages the satellite position in its orbit while

the Control subsystem allows us to command the satellite,

reconfiguring it if necessary. Within a TTC system, the

antenna is undoubtedly the most critical part. The antenna

must guarantee a proper operation within the established

parameters and due to its constraints, its design can be

extremely complex.

In our case study, the antenna needed to be able to

operate in the S-Band at 1.81 and 2.55-GHz frequencies:

� Minimizing the cross-polarization level.

� Maximizing the gain for the Right-Hand Circular

Polarization (RHCP).

In our case study, the parameters of the antenna that

fulfills the radiation patterns needed for the communica-

tion are obtained using a simulation tool called MON-

URBS [1] together with two well-known multiobjective

algorithms: Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm

(NSGA-II) [2] and the Strength Pareto Evolutionary

Algorithm-2 (SPEA-2) [3].

In this paper, a comparison with previous designs and

the antenna prototype is presented, showing that simula-

tion–optimization can obtain multiple valid solutions and

accelerate the design process.

PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE AND MOTIVATION

In a previous work, Gonz�alez et al. [4] presented the

design of a compact dual-band helical antenna for TTC

applications in satellites. In [5], we proposed the use of

NSGA-II to reduce the cost of time and optimize the

design of the helical antenna. Here, we extend our pro-

posal by applying the SPEA-2 algorithm to obtain multi-

ple valid solutions and to expedite the process in future

designs. The initial work was immersed in a ESA project

20995/NL/ST/na, “S-Band Toroidal Antenna,” where the

main contractor was RYMSA.1

Although the geometric model is quite simple, it needs

to be parametrized according to rigorous requirements

where there are several objectives that the optimization

process has to deal with. In the previous work [4], the opti-

mization process was carried out applying the Gradient

Descent (GD) algorithm with a simulation tool called

MONURBS to analyze and obtain the radiation pattern of

the antenna. This GD method was used with a cost func-

tion that depended on the antenna requirements. However,

it resulted in a very complex problem with a large number

of maximums and minimums where the application of the

GD method was difficult and not appropriate (it was more

like a random sampler in the search space). A huge num-

ber of simulations were needed to obtain a valid solution

that satisfied all the requirements simultaneously. It was,

therefore, an extremely CPU intensive task that needed a

very large time span (several months). As a consequence,

we started tackling this problem as a case study applying

multiobjective optimization techniques.
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Although there are a large number of multiobjective

algorithms, we selected the two most popular and well-

known ones, NSGA-II and SPEA-2, for our case study.

Both algorithms are by far the most popular and

referenced in the multiobjective literature.

PROBLEM DEFINITION

For the purpose of optimization, we can divide the prob-

lem into two parts:

(1) The problem parameters, which define the antenna

geometry.

(2) The problem objectives, which define how good is

the antenna according to the specified requirements.

A helix antenna is formed by one or more strips wrapped

helically. The geometrical model of a helix antenna is

defined by a truncated cone. The antenna has four rolled

strip in the form of a helix from the bottom circle to the

topside circle. The strips are short-circuited in the top of the

antenna. Finally, a post is set internally to the four strips to

be mechanically strong enough. Therefore, the antenna

geometry can be defined by four parameters (see Figure 2):

� Bottom radius (r).

� Top radius (R).

� Height (h).

� Number of turns of the helix (t).

The most important electromagnetic requirements

were stated as follows:

� Dual Band operation at 1.81 and 2.55 GHz in the S

Band (two frequencies).

� RHCP, the main electrical field that radiates the

antenna.

� Peak maximum gain greater than 2 dBi for the

RCHP polarization.

� Minimum gain of 0 dBi in the range coverage for

the RHCP polarization.

� Cross-polar polarization level had to be smaller than

�12 dB (difference between LHCP—Left Hand Cir-

cular Polarization—and RHCP), this is difficult to

obtain.

� The above specifications in an equatorial radiation

pattern had to be satisfied in the elevation angle

with a range between 70� and 110�.

Figures 3 and 4 show these requirements graphically. The

mask has to be satisfied for radiation pattern in the desired

Figure 1.
TTC communication system.

Figure 2.
Geometrical parameters of a helical antenna.
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directions for the main (RHCP) as well as for the cross-polar

components (difference between LHCP-RHCP).

Additionally, the weight of the prototype had to be as

small as possible, therefore it was important to reduce the

volume of the antenna. The volume of the antenna can be

calculated using the truncated cone volume formula:

v ¼
1

3
� p � h � ðR2 þ r2 þR � rÞ: (1)

Due to the difficulty of the problem, we decided to

take out the volume requirement of the optimization pro-

cess. The problem objectives will be:

� Maximize the RHCP gain for 1.81-GHz frequency.

� Minimize the cross-polar polarization level for 1.81-

GHz frequency in the range between 70� and 110�.

In this range, gain must be above 0 dBi.

� Maximize the RHCP gain for 2.55-GHz frequency.

� Minimize the cross-polar polarization level for

2.55-GHz frequency in the range between 70� and

110�. In this range, gain must be above 0 dBi.

Once the optimization process ends, solutions that meet all

requirements are filtered and the volume of each solution

is computed.

Finally, joining problem parameters and problem

objectives, we define a problem solution or simply a solu-

tion s, as a tuple of two vectors, s ¼ ðsp; soÞ, where:

� sp defines the four geometric parameters, i.e.:

sp ¼ ðsp1 ; . . . ; spmÞ : m ¼ 4:

� so defines the four radiation objectives, i.e.:

so ¼ ðso1 ; . . . ; sonÞ : n ¼ 4:

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

ANALYSIS OF ANTENNAS: NUMERICAL METHODS

Before manufacturing, the antenna must be designed

and optimized to satisfy the requirements that have

been imposed in Section “PROBLEM DEFINITION.”

This is not an easy task, because the antenna is not a

canonical object and there is not a simple formula that

can be used to obtain the radiation parameters. Then,

it is necessary to apply advanced numerical methods in

computers to obtain the behavior of the antenna under

test. These numerical methods are known as computa-

tional electromagnetics methods (CEM) [6] and they

are applied to a variety of complex problems: anten-

nas, radar cross section (RCS), propagation, radomes,

electromagnetic compatibility, communications, etc.

When an electromagnetic signal impinges with an

object or is used to feed a structure like an antenna, then a

current is induced on it generating an electromagnetic field

that is radiated in all the space. This is known as the scatter-

ing phenomena. This phenomena follows the Maxwell

Equations [7] that relate the time domain and spatial varia-

tion of the electric and magnetic field generated by the cur-

rents. To solve these equations, several advanced numerical

techniques were developed as can be seen in Figure 5.

Every technique has its own advantages and disadvan-

tages, but the question is which method is used to solve this

problem? Mainly, this depends on the size of the object

compared with the frequency of operation. According to the

main classification of Figure 5, there are basically two:

Figure 3.
Gain objective.

Figure 4.
Cross-polar objective.

Figure 5.
Classification of numerical techniques.
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� High Frequency methods (Asymptotic Methods),

where it is necessary that the object must be

electrically large compared with the frequency

(about several wavelengths). This is an approxima-

tion of the Maxwell equations, and in this case the

current is assumed to be local character, that is, the

current in one part of the structure is independent of

other part, there is not coupling between structure

parts. This is not the case, because at 2 GHz the

wavelength is 0.15 m and the antenna size is close

to this value. The techniques than can be used in

this classification are Geometrical Optic (GO) [8]

combined with the Geometrical Theory of Diffrac-

tion (GTD) [9] that are based on obtaining the Elec-

trical Field of every ray that impinges the structure;

and the Physical Optic (PO) [10]/Physical Theory

of Diffraction (PTD) [11] that are based on calculat-

ing the currents on the object to obtain after the

scattering field.

� Numerical Methods (Rigorous Methods), which

does not matter the size of the object compared with

the frequency, but they have the problem that when

the frequency increases, more computation resources

(memory and CPU) are needed. The main character-

istic of the currents of the object is they are strongly

coupled with other parts of the object. Mainly there

are three techniques depending on the kind of

Maxwell Equations they are using: Moment of

Methods (MoM) [12] that solves the integral

Maxwell Equations, and Finite Elements (FEM)

[13], and Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD)

[14] that solves the differential partial Maxwell

equations. These techniques can be applied to this

case without any problem, and we have chosen

MoM because this is the technique that the Electro-

magnetic Computing Group (GEC) [15] has been

working to solve electromagnetic problems for more

than 20 years.

When the object has arbitrary shape, there is not ana-

lytic solution as has been mentioned before. Then,

a numerical technique must be applied to solve the prob-

lem. The MoM technique has to be selected and it is going

to be applied to the analysis of the antenna. The process

that is going to be applied to the analysis of the antenna is

shown in Figure 6.

The geometrical model of the antenna is represented

using Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines [16] (see Figure 7),

a kind of parametric surfaces that are very common

to model complex objects with a little information that are

able to represent very accurately the real shape of the

object, avoiding the use of planar facets models that are

not so good when curved surfaces are presented. In this

example of antenna, with only 40 NURBS surface is

enough to represent the geometry.

The Maxwell equation cannot be applied directly to

the geometrical model of the antenna, so a first step of dis-

cretization of the geometry must be done. This is done

using a mesher [17], a code that preprocess and discretize

the geometry obtaining small pieces of the surfaces named

elements. The elements shall have a size lower than the

wavelength, typically an edge size between wavelength/8

or wavelength/10 to obtain an accurate representation of

the current. Thus, it can be seen that when the object of

Figure 7.
Example of geometrical model of the antenna and a NURBS

selected.Figure 6.
Analysis of the antenna using the MOM technique.
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the size is bigger or the frequency is increased, more ele-

ments are needed and then more computational resources

would be necessary. The discretization process is done

according to the Paving Technique [17] that is based on

dividing the edges of the surfaces according to the previous

size and then fill the original surface with quadrangular

elements from the edges to the inner part of the surface.

Figure 8 shows an example of the Paving algorithm apply

to a plane surface where 289 elements have been obtained.

The right image of Figure 8 is the mesh of the surface

and it is very important that the mesh is continuous and the

elements have more or less the same size and not be an

irregular mesh. It is so important to have a good mesh as to

apply an accurate numerical technique to obtain good

results. Figure 9 shows the continuous mesh obtained with

the mesher when it has been applied to the helix antenna.

When the elements have been obtained, it is necessary

to define the basis functions that will model the current on

the element, the amplitude of these basis functions will be

the unknown current that will be necessary to calculate.

The unknowns or subdomains will be defined by two

elements that share a common edge. This common edge

will have the maximum of the amplitude current and will

be the part of the geometry where the Maxwell equation

will be applied to build the System of Linear Equations.

Thus, a basis function will be defined as a conformed roof-

top that models the current that flows on the subdomain.

The current starts from one edge of the first element, reach

the maximum on the common edges of both elements and

ends in the edge of the second element. Figure 10 shows

the definition of the basis function between two elements

that share a common edge. Elements A and B define a cur-

rent element where the J1 amplitude of the current is

unknown and the elements C and D define another current

element where the amplitude J2 is unknown. The J1 is a

current element according to X direction and J2 according

Y. In both elements, it can be seen that the current is born

in patch A or C and the current dies in element B or C

depending on the subdomain considered.

Figure 11 shows all subdomains obtaining from the

mesh of the helix antenna. In this example, there are

1929 subdomains or current elements where the Maxwell

equation will be applied and a linear system of 1929

equations with 1929 unknowns must be solved to know the

amplitude of the currents and then to be able to calculate

the scattering field to obtain the radiation patterns.

The equation that must satisfy every subdomain of the

antenna must be the Electric Field Integral Equation

(EFIE) [7], [12] that has the following expression when

the surfaces of the geometry are Perfect Electrical

Conductors (PEC):

n̂� ~Eimp ¼

"

n̂�
jvm

4p

ZZ

S

~JSð~r
0ÞGð~r;~r0ÞdS0

þ
j

4pv�
r

ZZ

S

r0 �

ZZ

S

~JSð~r
0ÞGð~r;~r0ÞdS0

#

(2)

where ~Eimp is the impressed electrical field (electrical field

that feed the antenna), n̂ is the normal vector on every

surface point, ~JSð~r
0Þ is the current density defined in every

Figure 8.
Example of discretization procedure.

Figure 9.
Mesh of the helix antenna.

Figure 10.
Definition of the subdomains or current elements.
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subdomain, and Gð~r;~r0Þ is the green function that gives an

idea that how a subdomain ð~r0Þ couples with other

subdomain ð~rÞ . Each subdomain couples with the other sub-

domains and this defines a system of equations of this way

½Z�½I� ¼ ½V � (3)

where ½Z� is the coupling matrix of N �N elements,

where every element is known, ½I� the unknown

amplitudes of the currents, vector of N elements, and ½V �

is the independent term, a vector of N elements that it is

known and depends on the impressed electrical field. Then,

the amplitude of the currents can be obtained solving the

system with direct methods, for instance, inverting the

matrix ½Z� or with iterative methods like Biconjugate

Gradient StabilizedMethod (BICGSTAB) [18] or General-

ized Minimal Residual Method (GMRES) [19].

To feed the helix antenna, it is necessary to fix an

impressed voltage in every helix with a difference of phase

of 90�. Thus, in this way, the RHCP or LHCP can be

obtained. Figure 12 shows the location of the impressed

voltage between the bottom end of every helix and the top

lid of the cylinder. In the right of the figure, the voltage val-

ues are assigned in this way.

When the system of equations has been solved, the

currents can be visualized as in Figure 13. Red color shows

where the amplitude is maximum. These currents will

scatter the electrical and magnetical field of the antenna.

When the amplitudes of the currents are known, then

all the scattering fields of the antenna can be obtaining

in every part of the space, according to the following

expression in far field region [7]:

~Escattð~rÞ ¼ �
jvm

4p

e�jkr

r

ZZ

S

~JSð~r
0Þe�jkr̂�~r

0
dS0: (4)

Figure 14 shows the 3-D radiation pattern when the

equatorial radiation pattern can be noticed.

MULTIOBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS

Multiobjective Optimization Problems (MOOP) are those

that involve multiple and conflicting objective functions.

Figure 12.
Assign of the impressed voltage to every helix.

Figure 13.
Current distribution of the antenna.

Figure 11.
Subdomains obtained from the mesh for the helix antenna.
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In general, there are multiple valid solutions that are

defined using the concept of Pareto-optimal Front.

The Pareto-optimal Front is the set of the best possible

solutions for the problem. In Section “PROBLEM

DEFINITION,” we defined the solution objectives so as a

vector of n objective values, i.e., so ¼ ðso1 ; . . . ; sonÞ.

To obtain the Pareto-optimal Front of a problem, it is nec-

essary to sort all solutions according to their relationship

of dominance. We say that a solution s dominates a solu-

tion v, denoted as s � v if the objective values of s are

partially less (at least one less and equal the rest) than the

objectives values of v, i.e., 8i 2 ð1; . . . ; nÞ; soi 	 voi ^

9i 2 ð1; . . . ; nÞ : soi < voi . This definition considers that

we are minimizing all objective values. To maximize, just

change the less than operator by greater than operator.

Note that the relationship of order � is partial and there-

fore there may be solutions that do not dominate each

other. A set of solutions that do not dominate each other is

said to belong to the same front. Those solutions that are

not dominated by any other, belong to the first front, called

Pareto-optimal Front. The solutions dominated by those

belonging to the first front, but which do not dominate

each other, form the second front. And so, successively,

all the solutions are grouped in different fronts. To illus-

trate the previous concepts, let us provide an example

with the problem that concerns us. In our case, we have

four objectives to optimize, i.e., cross-polar polarization

level (dB) and gain RHCP (dBi) for 1.81 and 2.55-GHz

frequencies. Table 1 shows the objective values of six sol-

utions obtained from the experimentation. Solutions 1 and

2 correspond to solutions SPEA-2 5 and SPEA-2 6 shown

in Table 2. Last column of the table shows the front to

which each solution belongs. All solutions in the first front

belong to the Pareto-optimal Front.

Note that solutions in the same front do not dominate

each other, but they do dominate solutions in lower fronts.

Solution 1, for example, dominates solution 2 for the

1.81-GHz values, but is dominated for the 2.55-GHz val-

ues by solution 2. Figure 15 shows a 4-D chart (the fourth

axis is the color range) with values obtained from the

experimentation (some of them are shown in Table 1).

Solutions in the Pareto-optimal Front (front 1) correspond

to the most top-left plane.

METAHEURISTICS AND EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS

Metaheuristics are a family of approximate optimization

techniques for solving the computational problem. There

are multiple metaheuristic techniques available for solving

MOOPs.

Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are a set of algorithms

inspired in the biologic evolution. Algorithm 1 shows the

pseudocode of a standard EA. At each generation (loop

iteration), an auxiliary population (with the same size as

the original one) is generated by iteratively applying the

genetic operators (crossover and mutation), then, both

the current and the auxiliary populations are merged into

one single new population. Worst individuals of the new

Table 1.

Objective Values of Six Solutions

Cross Polar Level (dB) Gain RHCP (dBi)

Solution 1.81 GHz 2.55 GHz 1.81 GHz 2.55 GHz Front

1 �19.13 �13.82 5.81 3.82 1

2 �12.87 �19.2 3.33 4.02 1

3 �9.2 �8.83 �1.7 �3.1 2

4 �5.9 �9.01 �5.2 �5.0 2

5 �1.3 �5.2 �8.2 �5.1 3

6 �3.9 �0.4 �5.3 �9.75 3

Figure 14.
3-D radiation pattern of the antenna.
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population are removed (i.e., the best solutions are

selected), until the size of the new population is reduced

by half. For us, each individual is a problem solution, so

individual and solution are equivalent concepts.

EAs are particularly desirable to solve MOOPs,

primarily because of their population-based nature. This

enables them to capture the dominance relations in the

population as a way to guide the search toward the Pareto-

optimal Front.

EAs usually contain several parameters that need to be

tuned for each particular application at the same time

considering:

(1) Nonconflicting objectives, i.e., achieve a single opti-

mal solution satisfies all objectives simultaneously.

(2) Competing objectives, i.e., cannot be optimized

simultaneously.

In addition, since the EAs are stochastic optimization techni-

ques, different runs tend to produce different results. There-

fore, multiple runs of the same algorithm on a given problem

are needed to statistically describe their performance on that

problem. For a more detailed discussion of the application of

EAs in multiobjective optimization, the reader is referred to

Coello et al. [20] and Deb et al. [2]. Multiobjective EAs need

to fulfill two primary roles:

(1) Guiding the search toward the Pareto-optimal Front

set to accomplish optimal or near-optimized solutions.

(2) Maintaining a diverse population to achieve a well-

distributed nondominated front, thereby fully explor-

ing the solution space.

Table 2.

Parameters of Best Solutions Found by Using jMetal and MONURBS

Algorithm Turns Bottom radius

(cm)

Top radius

(cm)

Height (cm) Volume (cm3)

Gradient

Descent

0.831 1.945 1.022 13.8 98.49

NSGA-II 1 0.787 2.458 1.001 13.732 136.672

NSGA-II 2 0.787 2.339 1.02 13.732 127.915

NSGA-II 3 0.787 2.458 1.001 13.732 136.672

NSGA-II 4 0.791 2.458 1.001 14.505 144.346

NSGA-II 5 0.777 1.929 1.145 14.072 106.676

NSGA-II 6 0.787 2.339 1.02 13.732 127.915

NSGA-II 7 0.777 1.929 1.145 14.072 106.676

SPEA-2 1 0.859 2.409 0.701 14.433 120.677

SPEA-2 2 1.119 2.168 0.734 16.898 120.837

SPEA-2 3 0.782 2.385 0.709 14.859 122.676

SPEA-2 4 0.801 2.494 0.748 14.697 133.022

SPEA-2 5 0.84 1.032 0.753 13.593 34.281

SPEA-2 6 0.637 1.092 0.72 13.275 34.701

SPEA-2 7 0.637 1.344 0.704 13.145 44.739

Figure 15.
Four-dimensional representation of solutions obtained in the

experimentation.
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Algorithm 1: Evolutionary Algorithm

1: Create random initial population P

2: Evaluate population P

3: while Stopping criteria not reached do

4: Select population P

5: Create empty population Q

6: for Population size/2 times do

7: Select two parents from P

8: Perform crossover & Mutation

9: Insert children into Q

10: end for

11: Evaluate population Q

12: P  Q

13: end while

14: return P

THE NONDOMINATED SORTING GENETIC ALGORITHM-II
(NSGA-II)

This algorithm was developed by Deb et al. [2] as an

extension of an earlier proposal by Srinivas and Deb [21].

The population individuals (solutions) are evaluated (i.e.,

they are assigned fitness values) in relation to how close they

are to the Pareto-optimal Front and a crowdingmeasure.

The NSGA-II algorithm also considers the sparsity

(density) of the individuals belonging to the same rank using

a crowdingmeasure (theManhattan distance among individ-

uals), with the idea of promoting diversity within the fronts

(the larger the sparsity, the better). In addition, the NSGA-II

includes elitism in order to maintain the best solutions from

the Pareto-optimal Front found. The rank of each individual

is based on the level of nondomination. Therefore, each

solution has two attributes: i) nondomination rank (front to

which the solution belongs) and ii) crowding distance. In

other words, between two solutions with differing nondomi-

nation ranks, the solution with the lower rank is preferred.

Otherwise, if both solutions belong to the same front, then

the solution that is located in a less crowded region is

preferred. The pseudocode of NSGA-II is shown in

Algorithm 2. Note that lines 2 and 6 are calls to the simulator

to evaluate the solution parameters. NSGA-II sends the

parameters of the solution to the simulator and the simulator

returns the objective values for that solution.

STRENGTH PARETO EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHM-2 (SPEA-2)

This algorithm was proposed by Zitzler et al. [3]. In this

algorithm, the strength of an individual is defined in terms

of the number of solutions it dominates in the population. A

fitness value is assigned to every individual, and it is defined

as the sum of its strength raw fitness and a density estima-

tion. The algorithm evolves the population through the

iterative application of the variation operators on the solu-

tions. All generated nondominated solutions are stored in

an external archive. After every iteration, all nondominated

solutions (from both the population and the archive) are

copied into a new generation population. If its size is larger

than the population size, the algorithm applies a truncation

operator to discard solutions. It is based on the distances to

the kth nearest neighbors (a crowding measure), so that

those solutions having the largest distances to the other sol-

utions (i.e., themost isolated ones) are selected. Algorithm 3

presents a pseudocode of SPEA-2. Note that lines 4 and 5

are calls to the simulator to evaluate each solution parame-

ters. SPEA-2 sends the parameters of the solution to the

simulator and the simulator returns the objective values for

that solution.

DESIGNING THE ANTENNA

In order to obtain the radiation patterns of the antenna

shown in Figure 2, it is necessary to use a simulation com-

puter program with the input of the four parameters of the

antenna, then does:

(1) builds the geometrical model of the antenna;

(2) discretize the model according the wavelength;

(3) simulates the antenna to obtain the radiation pat-

terns for both frequencies in order to be processed

by the multiobjective algorithms.

Figure 16 shows the block diagram of the electromag-

netic simulation stage.

The geometrical model is built using a software by

which the previously stated parameters can create a

geometrical file in AutoCAD DXF (Drawing Interchange

Format) [22] with the surfaces that define the antenna.

This file must be previously processed to be simulated

with a mesher that discretize the antenna parameters as

input to the simulator that calculates the radiation pattern

using a simulation software called MONURBS [1].

This simulation software is being developed by the

Electromagnetic Computing Group, University of Alcal�a,

and it is included in as part of an electromagnetic suite,

newFASANT [23]. This suite can be used in many

applications like electromagnetic field analysis of any

complex 3-D structures such as reflectors, horns, micro-

strip passive devices, periodical structures, antenna on

board, etc. Also, the RCS of complex platforms with arbi-

trary materials and the compatibility between different

devices mounted on the same platform. Figure 17 shows

the User Interface of the code with all the modules that

can be used for several electromagnetic applications.

From this suite, the MONURBS and mesher code have

been extracted and used as a black box to implement the

procedure of Figure 16. The MONURBS code is based on

the Moment Method Technique (MoM) that is a full-wave

solution. When the object to be analyzed is large, this

technique is both CPU and memory consuming and cannot
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be applied if the resources of the machine are not high. To

overcome this, several techniques have been implemented

to speed up the simulation while using less memory:

(i) Fast Multipole Multilevel Method [12], [24] and (ii) the

Characteristics Basis FunctionMethod [25], [26]. Also, the

Message Passing Interface (MPI) and OpenMP paradigms

have also been implemented to solve the problem using

less CPU time with multiprocessor machines [27].

LOOKING FOR THE OPTIMAL PARAMETERS

In this paper, we used the implementation of NSGA-II and

SPEA-2 provided in the jMetal2 framework [28] for

multiobjective optimization together with a simulation

software of antenna radiation, MONURBS, as previously

described.

Algorithm 2: NSGA-II Algorithm [2]

1: P  makeInitalRandomPopulation()

2: P  antennaSimulator(P ) " Call to evaluate P

3: t 0

4: while t 	 max generations do

5: Q makeNewPopulationðP Þ
6: Q antennaSimulator(Q) " Call to evaluate Q

7: R P [Q " Combine parents and offsprings

8: F fastNonDominatedSortðRÞ"CalculateFronts

9: P  ; ^ i 1

10: while jP j þ jF ij 	 N do

11: P  P [ Fi " Add ith rank to population

12: i iþ 1

13: end while

14: if jP j 6¼ N then

15: crowdingDistance(F i) " Calc. crowding

measure in F i

16: P  P [ bestCrowdingSolutionsðF i; jP j �NÞ

17: end if

18: t tþ 1

19: end while

20: F  fastNonDominatedSortðRÞ
21: return F 1 " Return first front; i.e., Pareto-optimal

Front

As jMetal is being developed in Java, the commu-

nication is also handled using the Java runtime API to

simulate the antenna radiation using the antenna

parameters generated by the multiobjective algorithms.

Therefore, to perform the data exchange between

jMetal and MONURBS, it was necessary to imple-

ment a specific method, called AntennaSimulation(P )

(Algorithm 4) to perform the population evaluation.

The calls are carried out in lines 2 and 6 in the

NSGA-II (Algorithm 2), and lines 4 and 5 in the

SPEA-2 (Algorithm 3). Figure 18 illustrates the com-

munication between jMetal and MONURBS imple-

mented in Algorithm 4.

Figure 18.
Antenna parameters optimization.

Figure 17.
Electromagnetic suite newFASANT.

Figure 16.
Electromagnetic simulation stage block diagram.

2 https://github.com/jMetal/
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Algorithm 3: SPEA-2 Algorithm [3]

1: P0  makeInitalRandomPopulation()

2: Q0  ; " Initial empty archive of sizeM

3: while t 	 max generations do

4: Pt  antennaSimulator(Pt) " Call to evaluate Pt

5: Qt  antennaSimulator(Qt)"Call to evaluateQt

6: Qtþ1  copyNonDominatedSolutionsðPt; QtÞ
7: if jQtþ1j > M then "Qtþ1 exceeds archive size

8: Qtþ1  truncateðQtþ1Þ
9: else if jQtþ1j < M then " Fills with dominated

solutions

10: Qtþ1  copyDominatedSolutions

ðPt; Qt;M � jQtþ1jÞ
11: end if

12: Ptþ1  selectPopulationðQtþ1Þ"Mating selection

13: Ptþ1  variationOperatorsðPtþ1Þ " Apply

recombination and mutation

14: t tþ 1

15: end while

16: F  copyNonDominatedSolutionsðQÞ
17: return F " Return the Pareto-optimal Front

Algorithm 4: antennaSimulator(P )

1: for each solution s in population P do

2: if s does not violates problem constraints then

3: Invoke MONURBS process with s parameters (sp
vector)

4: Wait until MONURBS process finalizes

5: Parse MONURBS return

6: Update s evaluation values (so vector)

7: end if

8: end for

9: return P

RESULTS

In this section, we show solutions found by both i) using

MONURBS (as standalone tool using its built-in GD opti-

mizer) and ii) combining MONURBS and jMetal. The com-

puter and software used to carry out the experimentation

were:

� Windows Server 2016 Standard, 64 bits.

� Java version: 1.8.0-121, 64 bits.

� 8 Quad-Core AMD Opteron Processor 8356 2.29

GHz.

� 256 GB of RAM memory.

The configuration of the problem ranges, i.e., the antenna

parameters was

� Number of turns: [0.2, 3].

� Bottom radius: [0.1 cm, 50 cm].

� Top radius: [0.1 cm, 50 cm].

� Height: [0.1 cm, 50 cm].

Also, the configuration of NSGA-II and SPEA-2 was as

follows:

� Population size: 50.

� Maximum number of algorithm iterations: 5000

� Crossover operator: Simulated binary crossover

� Crossover probability: 90%

� Crossover distribution index: 20.

� Mutation operator: Polynomial mutation

� Mutation distribution index: 20

� Mutation probability: 25%.

The results are shown in Table 2. The first column shows

the solutions found by each algorithm. Four next columns

show the parameters defined by each solution and the last

column shows the volume of the antenna. All results where

rounded to three decimals.As it can be observed, all solutions

found are very close to each other, especially those obtained

by NSGA-II where some of them are practically equivalent.

The first row shows the result obtained with the MONURBS

GD in order to compare such results with the ones obtained

by the NSGA-II and SPEA-2 algorithms in the next rows.

Figures 19 to 26 show the objective values graphically. It can

be observed that all solutions met the constraints defined for

this problem. The results obtained by SPEA-2 are better

dispersed than those obtained by NSGA-II. Please note that

the best solution obtained by SPEA-2 reduces the volume of

the solution obtained using GD by 35%. Figure 27 shows the

geometrical model of this solution. With this new approach,

the CPU time to obtain a suitable solution has been reduced

considerably. The solution obtained with GD took several

months, while using NSGA-II or SPEA-2 have taken three

weeks. In a future work, we will need to apply other multiob-

jective algorithms and techniques to explore if there are other

parameters that are significantly different.

Figure 19.
1.81-GHz cross-polar objective results using NSGA-II.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented a simulation–optimization

approach to the design of helical antennas. This is a very

complex problem with several restrictions that must be met

in two frequencies and, additionally, compacting the

antenna dimensions as possible. To address the problem, we

used two well-known multiobjective algorithms and still

state-of-the-art algorithms, NSGA-II and SPEA-2, that were

capable of improving the time and effort needed to find

valid solutions (antenna shape and dimensions) when com-

pared with finding solutions using the GD as a searching

technique together a simulator tool. The use of multiobjec-

tive algorithms reduced the time cost of algorithm execution

when compared with a previous approach using the GD.

Also, the simulation–optimization approach allow us to

obtain multiple correct solutions that provide some flexibil-

ity and can help us to choose the final design of the antenna.

Having more solutions, with different dimensions but all

optimal from the radiation point of view, offers more

Figure 23.
1.81-GHz cross-polar objective results using SPEA-2.

Figure 22.
2.55-GHz gain objective results using NSGA-II.

Figure 24.
1.81-GHz gain objective results using SPEA-2.

Figure 21.
2.55-GHz cross-polar objective results using NSGA-II.

Figure 20.
1.81-GHz gain objective results using NSGA-II.

Figure 25.
2.55-GHz cross-polar objective results using SPEA-2.
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possibilities for the manufacturing not only for the antenna

but the rest of elements that are coupled closely to it.

Future works include the use other multiobjective

algorithms capable of handling the constrains to compare

and adapt them to the difficulty of this problem. We will

also explore many-objective algorithms as we are han-

dling five objectives in this paper.
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Chapter 7

Merge Non-Dominated Sorting
Algorithm for Many-Objective
Optimization

Many Pareto-based multi-objective evolutionary algorithms require to rank the solutions
of the population in each iteration according to the dominance principle, what can become
a costly operation particularly in the case of dealing with many-objective optimization
problems. In this paper, we present a new efficient algorithm for computing the non-
dominated sorting procedure, called Merge Non-Dominated Sorting (MNDS), which has
a best computational complexity of Θ(NlogN) and a worst computational complexity of
Θ(MN2). Our approach is based on the computation of the dominance set of each solution
by taking advantage of the characteristics of the merge sort algorithm. We compare the
MNDS against four well-known techniques that can be considered as the state-of-the-art.
The results indicate that the MNDS algorithm outperforms the other techniques in terms
of number of comparisons as well as the total running time.
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Abstract—Many Pareto-based multiobjective evolutionary
algorithms require ranking the solutions of the population in
each iteration according to the dominance principle, which can
become a costly operation particularly in the case of dealing with
many-objective optimization problems. In this article, we present
a new efficient algorithm for computing the nondominated sorting
procedure, called merge nondominated sorting (MNDS), which
has a best computational complexity of O(N log N) and a worst
computational complexity of O(MN2), with N being the popula-
tion size and M being the number of objectives. Our approach
is based on the computation of the dominance set, that is, for
each solution, the set of solutions that dominate it, by taking
advantage of the characteristics of the merge sort algorithm. We
compare MNDS against six well-known techniques that can be
considered as the state-of-the-art. The results indicate that the
MNDS algorithm outperforms the other techniques in terms of
the number of comparisons as well as the total running time.

Index Terms—Evolutionary algorithms (EAs), many-objective
problems, multiobjective optimization, nondominated sorting.

I. INTRODUCTION

EVOLUTIONARY algorithms (EAs) have been suc-
cessfully applied in the solution of multiobjective

optimization problems (MOPs) in the last two decades. These
approaches can be mainly classified into indicator-based,
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decomposition-based, and Pareto-based EAs. Indicator-based
EAs are characterized by guiding the search by a quality indi-
cator such as the hypervolume that measures the performance
of solutions. In the second group, the idea is to decompose an
MOP into a set of related single-objective subproblems that are
optimized at the same time. Most of the algorithms belonging
to the Pareto-based group, which includes the nondominated
sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA)-II [1], SPEA2 [2], and
many others [3], require ranking the population in the selection
and replacement phases according to the dominance prin-
ciple [4]. In this article, we focus on this third group of
techniques, specifically on the efficient implementation of the
nondominance sorting.

The nondominated ranking procedure can be computation-
ally significant in the total computing time of a multiobjective
EA (MOEA), particularly when dealing with many-objective
problems, and large populations.

In this article, we present the merge nondominated sort-
ing (MNDS) algorithm aimed at efficiently performing the
nondominated ranking. MNDS takes advantage of the charac-
teristics of the merge sort algorithm to calculate the dominance
set, that is, the set of solutions that dominate other solutions,
for each solution. MNDS achieves the best computational
complexity of O(N log N), while the worst case is O(MN2),
where N corresponds to the population size and M is the
number of objectives. As usually happens with these kinds
of algorithms, there is a time versus memory tradeoff. In our
algorithm, the storage of the dominance set of each solution
allows a reduction of the computational time.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
Section II briefly presents current works aiming to reduce
the computational cost of the nondominated sorting problem.
Section III describes our proposal in detail. Experimental work
and results are provided in Section IV. Finally, Section V
highlights the conclusions and outlines future work.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Nondominated sorting is based on the concept of Pareto
dominance between vectors (or solutions, in the context of
EAs). Let P be a population of N solutions, {s1, . . . , sN} ∈ P,
where each solution contains a vector of M objectives to
minimize, (f1(si), . . . , fM(si)) ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N}. A solution si

dominates solution sj, denoted by si � sj, if the vector of
objectives of si is partially less than the vector of objectives
of sj, that is, ∀m ∈ {1, . . . , M}, fm(si) ≤ fm(sj) ∧ ∃m′ ∈

2168-2267 c© 2020 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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TABLE I
COMPLEXITY OF NONDOMINATED SORTING ALGORITHMS

REPRESENTATIVE OF THE STATE-OF-THE-ART

{1, . . . , M} s.t. fm′(si) < fm′(sj) (we assume minimization
without loss of generality). Given a set of solutions, those
solutions which are nondominated by any other are assigned
rank 1. If these solutions are removed, then those solutions,
which are nondominated by any other, are assigned rank 2,
and so on. Finding these ranks is called nondominated sort-
ing. Kung et al. [5] were the first to propose a method based
on the divide-and-conquer idea to find maximal elements of a
set of vectors, paving the way for further studies.

Reducing the complexity of nondominated sorting is a
matter of active research. The original implementation of
NSGA [4] had a complexity of O(MN3). A later version, in
NSGA-II [1], the fast nondominated sorting (FNDS) reduced
the cost to O(MN2). Table I shows both computational and
spatial costs of the most representative algorithms for nondom-
inated sorting and how they compare against the two variants
of our current proposal (MNDS).

We briefly summarize next the different strategies used
by each of these algorithms (they are fully described in the
provided references).

1) FNDS [1] compares each solution with the rest of the
solutions of the population to obtain their dominance
relationship. While carrying out this comparison, each
solution stores those solutions that it dominates in a list.
Once the comparisons are done, the lists of dominated
solutions are traversed to rank them.

2) Dominance Tree [6] uses a divide-and-conquer strategy
to obtain the dominance relationships among the pop-
ulation solutions. These relationships are stored in a
tree-like data structure called the dominance tree.

3) Deductive Sort [7] iterates through the population
repeatedly, comparing the solutions one by one.
Nondominated solutions are assigned to the correspond-
ing rank and eliminated from the population.

4) Corner Sort [8] reduces the number of comparisons
using two strategies: 1) as Deductive Sort, it avoids com-
paring solutions marked as dominated and 2) shows a
preference for comparing corner solutions when deter-
mining the dominance between solutions.

5) Efficient nondominated sort (ENS) [9] calculates the
rank of each solution at a time. To do so, it sorts the first
objective using the lexicographical comparison.1 Then,
it looks for the rank of each solution using a sequen-
tial search strategy (version ENS-SS) or a binary search
(version ENS-BS).

6) M-Front [11] proposes modifying the typical MOEA’s
structure to improve its performance. In order to reduce
the number of comparisons among solutions, the M-
Front algorithm applies the geometric and algebraic
properties of the Pareto dominance to perform interval
queries using a nearest-neighbor search. M-Front defines
a special data structure called archive where all non-
dominated individuals are stored. In addition, M-Front
stores all solutions in lists and uses a K-d tree for the
nearest-neighbor search.

7) Hierarchical nondominated sorting (HNDS) [13] min-
imizes the number of comparisons of objectives by
ordering the population by the first objective and then by
comparing the first solution with the rest of the solutions.
These solutions are moved to an auxiliary list if they are
not dominated by the first solution or a list of dominated
solutions otherwise. The first solution is assigned to its
corresponding rank and then the algorithm iterates until
all of the solutions are assigned their corresponding rank.

8) The Dominance degree approach for nondominated sort-
ing (DDA-NS) [12] is based on the concept of the
dominance degree matrix, which is an N × N square
matrix where each column and row represents a solu-
tion si : i ∈ {1, . . . , N} and the cells contain the number
of objectives in which each solution si dominates the
other solution sj ∀si 
= sj with si, sj ∈ P. Once the dom-
inance degree matrix is obtained, DDA-NS traverses the
matrix to find the maximum values of each column, gets
their corresponding solution, and assigns a rank to it.

9) Best order sort (BOS) [3] sorts the population by
each objective, resolving ties by means of lexicograph-
ical comparison. For each objective and solution si, it
searches those solutions that are not worse than si. These
solutions are stored in a set T associated with si. BOS
will look at T for the sj solution with the worst rank r.
The rank of si will be r + 1.

10) ENS with nondominated tree (ENS-NDT) [10] extends
the ENS-BS [9] algorithm using a new data structure,
a variant of a bucket k-d tree, called nondominated tree
(NDTree). ENS-NDT is similar to ENS-BS but in the
binary search, it uses an NDTree instead of an array to
store the fronts, speeding up the domination checking.

We must note that there are also some approaches related to
the efficient computation of nondominated sorting in steady-
state MOEAs [14]. However, our focus here is on the most
general case of generational algorithms such as the stan-
dard NSGA-II. Those techniques should probably need to be

1The lexicographical comparison between two solutions compares the value
of the objectives of both solutions starting from the first one. If the values
are the same, then the second objectives are considered. This is carried out
iteratively until the values are different or their objectives are exactly the
same.
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adapted to work properly in this context, so we have not
considered them in this article.

As we can observe in Table I, all algorithms have a
computational complexity, in the worst case of O(MN2).
Kung et al. [5] developed an algorithm that reaches an
O(MN log N) computational complexity but is applied only
to two objectives. Thus, the difference between the remaining
algorithms lies in the average case and not in the worst case.
In this sense, different algorithms apply different strategies
to reduce the computational time.

In order to determine the dominance between two solutions,
it is necessary to compare the values of their objectives, and a
common quality indicator is the number of comparisons per-
formed by an algorithm. For example, FNDS [1] compares
all solutions among them and stores the result of each com-
parison to obtain the rank of each solution. HNDS [13] and
ENS [9], [10] versions sort the population by the first objective
value and use different data structures to differentiate a solu-
tion from the rest, and finally assign it a rank. BOS [3] sorts
the population by each objective and assigns, to each solution
s, M sets, where it stores those solutions that are not worse
than s in each objective. DDA-NS [12] sorts the population by
each objective, and stores in their dominance degree matrix the
number of objectives in which one solution dominates the rest.

The MNDS strategy is quite straightforward. MNDS asso-
ciates each solution with a total ordered set called dominance
set (s.ds in algorithms) containing the solutions that dominate
it. More formally, given a solution si ∈ P, its dominance
set, si.ds contains all solutions that dominate si, that is, each
sj ∈ P such that sj � si. Table II shows a set of solutions
along their dominance set and rank. For example, solution
s10 is dominated by solutions s2, s3, s4, and s6; therefore, the
s10 dominance set is represented as s10.ds = {s2, s3, s4, s6}.
Once the dominance set of all solutions is computed, their
rank is obtained as follows. Those solutions with an empty
dominance set belong to the first rank. The rank of a solution
with one or more elements in its dominance set will be
calculated adding one to the largest rank of the solutions that
compose the dominance set. Following our example, solutions
s2, s3, s4, and s5 are not dominated and correspond to rank
1. Solution s6 is dominated by s3, that is, s6.ds = {3}, and as
a result belongs to the second rank. Finally, the rank of s10
is Max(R(s2), R(s3), R(s4), R(s6)) + 1 = 3. Fig. 1 shows a
3-D representation of the example population in Table II. The
three planes correspond to the three ranks. The higher the
plane, the higher the rank, and the lowest plane corresponds
to the first rank.

To obtain the dominance set of each solution, MNDS sorts
the population by each objective. The order of the solutions
corresponds to their dominance relationship for that objective,
that is, the first solution is not dominated, the second is dom-
inated by the first, and so on. To do so, MNDS creates the
objective dominance set (ods). Once the population has been
sorted by an objective, the ods is constructed traversing the
ordered solutions and adding a solution to ods in each iteration.
Therefore, we could define a function ods(solution, objective)
that returns the content of the ods considering the position
of a solution sorted for an objective. The dominance set of a
solution s will be s.ds = ods(s, 1)∩ods(s, 2)∩· · ·∩ods(s, M).

TABLE II
EXAMPLE OF A POPULATION WITH THEIR DOMINANCE SETS AND RANK

Fig. 1. 3-D representation of the example population.

TABLE III
EXAMPLE POPULATION SORTED BY OBJECTIVE 1

Tables III–V show the results of sorting the population on
objectives 1–3, respectively. Each table also shows the objec-
tive dominance set (ods) and the dominance set (s.ds) for each
solution. It is worth noting that solution s12 does not appear in
Tables III–V as this solution is a duplicate of s8 and MNDS
removes duplicate solutions when sorting objective 1. In this
way, the size of the population is reduced, avoiding unneces-
sary operations. In the end, those duplicate solutions are added
back to the population with their rank (already calculated for
the similar solution kept in the population). It can be observed
that the dominance set in Table V corresponds to the actual
one shown in Table II.
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TABLE IV
EXAMPLE POPULATION SORTED BY OBJECTIVE 2

TABLE V
EXAMPLE POPULATION SORTED BY OBJECTIVE 3

This strategy has two important advantages: 1) it minimizes
the number of comparisons among objective values of the solu-
tions and 2) it performs an early detection of nondominance
among the solutions of the population. When the dominance
sets of all the solutions are empty, there is no dominance and
the algorithm ends. This property is particularly advantageous
when MNDS is used within MOEAs, such as NSGA, where
the dominance among solutions decreases as the number of
generations of the algorithm increases.

III. MERGE NONDOMINATED SORTING

As already stated in the previous section, the overall idea
behind our proposal is to obtain the dominance set of each
solution in the population, and then calculate their rank based
on their corresponding dominance set. To obtain the domi-
nance set for each solution si, it is necessary to sequentially
sort the population by each of the objectives. The output
obtained during the sorting of the mth objective is the input
for objective m + 1th. A key point of our approach is the
treatment of ties. In the case of the first objective, a lexico-
graphical1 comparison is used to break ties. If there are ties
for all objective values, the second solution is considered as
duplicate. For the rest of the objectives, ties are broken using
the output of the previous iteration, that is, the order obtained
with the previous objective. This is automatically done by the
merge sort2 algorithm.

2Merge sort is a stable sorting algorithm, that is, when it rearranges the
population and there is a tie between two solutions, the relative position of
both solutions in the population is maintained.

We now formalize this approach and provide a step-by-step
example to illustrate our algorithm. In population P, where
each solution contains a vector of M objective values, the dom-
inance set of solutions si ∈ P can be obtained by sorting P
iteratively by each objective as follows.

1) For the first objective (m = 1), the individuals are sorted
taking into account the objective function value of the
first objective. When there are ties, a lexicographical
order is used to rank the individuals. Once the population
is sorted by the first objective, each solution keeps its
ordinal position in a variable si.index. The index is used
to identify each solution and to create the dominance set
in each algorithm. It is worth noting that we do not need
to create ods for the first objective.3 Finally, duplicate
solutions are removed from the population.

2) For the second objective (m = 2), individuals are
sorted by the objective function value of the second
objective. In case of a tie, both solutions maintain the
order obtained during the sorting of the first objective.
Next, the dominance set of all solutions is initialized.
The dominance set of each solution s.ds consists of
the indices contained in the set ods(s, 2) whose val-
ues are lower than the solution index s.index, that is,
s.ds = {u|u.index < s.index and u ∈ ods(s, 2)}. Finally,
dominance between solutions is checked and when there
is no dominance, MNDS stops as all solutions belong
to the first rank.

3) For the remaining objectives (1 < m ≤ M), we sort the
population (previously sorted by objective m−1) by each
objective m. In case of a tie, both solutions maintain the
order from the previous (m − 1 objective) sorting. The
dominance set of the ith solution si, in this order, is
obtained by the ods(s, m) intersected with the previous
dominance set of si, that is, si.ds = ods(si, m) ∩ si.ds.
As before, dominance is checked to decide whether to
stop MNDS (all solutions belong to the first rank).

After sorting by the last objective, the dominance set of
each solution si.ds contains all the indices of the solutions that
dominate si. The rank of a solution si ∈ P will be the next rank
to the highest rank of all the solutions sj ∈ si.ds. In case that
si.ds is empty, si is assigned rank 1. Tables VI–VIII show the
result of applying the previous steps to the example population
of Table II. It is worth noting that when sorting by the first
objective, solutions s1 and s5 have the same objective function
value. Due to merge sort being a stable sorting algorithm, when
comparing s1 and s5 lexicographically, we obtain that s5 � s1
and the relationship between s1 and s5 will be maintained in
case of ties when sorting by the next objectives. The treatment
of duplicated is illustrated with individual s12. In our example,
solution s12 is a duplicate of solution s8 and as a result, it is
removed from the population while carrying out the sorting
but added back again to the population after obtaining the
ranking (due to most MOEAs need to keep their population
size fixed).

3For the first objective, the index of a solution s ∈ P corresponds with its
ordinal and therefore s.ds = {u|u.index < s.index and u ∈ P}.
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TABLE VI
EXAMPLE POPULATION. SORTFIRSTOBJECTIVE()

TABLE VII
EXAMPLE POPULATION. SORTSECONDOBJECTIVE()

TABLE VIII
EXAMPLE POPULATION. SORTRESTOFOBJECTIVES()

TABLE IX
SUMMARY EXAMPLE

A summary of the steps performed by MNDS with the sam-
ple population is shown in Table IX. The first two columns
show the solutions sorted by the first objective and their asso-
ciated index. The next four columns show the value of each
solution dominance set after sorting by objectives 2 and 3. The
last two columns show the index and rank of each solution,
respectively. To further describe the example and following

the steps previously described, the dominance set of solution
s7, for example, is obtained as follows.

1) Objective 1: The population is sorted (from lowest
to highest) using this first objective. After sorting the
population, an index is assigned to each solution. In
our example, s7 appears ordered in the fifth position,
s7.index = 5. This means that all solutions with an index
value less than 5 dominate s7 in the first objective. These
solutions are s4.index = 0, s3.index = 1, s2.index = 2,
s5.index = 3, and s1.index = 4.

2) Objective 2: After sorting the population by objective 2,
solutions with indices 3 and 4 dominate s7, as a result,
the dominance set of s7 is initialized as s7.ds = {3, 4}.

3) Objective 3: After sorting the population by objective 3,
solution s7 is dominated by the remaining solutions.
Therefore, s7.ds = s7.ds ∩ ods(s7, 3) = {3, 4} ∩
{0, . . . , 4, 6, . . . , 10} = {3, 4}.

Finally, the ranks of the solutions are obtained based on
the dominance sets and duplicates are inserted again with
their corresponding rank. In our example, solution s7 is dom-
inated by solutions with indices 3 and 4, which are s5 and s1,
respectively. The rank of s7 = Max{R(s5), R(s1)} + 1 =
Max{1, 2} + 1 = 3.

A. Formalization of the MNDS Algorithm

As it can be observed in Algorithm 1, MNDS receives the
population to sort as the only parameter. The process followed
by MNDS can be divided into the following four phases.

1) Sort the population by the first objective and assign the
solution ordinal to the index variable (s.index = ord(s)).
Ties are broken using lexicographical comparison and
the duplicated solutions are moved to a list of duplicates
solutions (Algorithm 1, line 2). This list consists of
tuples (duplicate solution, original solution). Note that
although this requires more memory than just keeping
the original solution with a list of duplicates, our solu-
tion is faster because it avoids searching through such
a list. The rank of duplicate solutions is assigned at the
end of Algorithm 1 (line 6).

2) Sort the population by the second objective and initial-
ize the dominance set of each solution. If there is an
iteration where all the dominance sets are empty, there
is no dominance and MNDS ends since all solutions
belong to the first rank.

3) Iteratively sort the population by the rest of the objec-
tives 2 < m ≤ M. In case that in any iteration all the
dominance sets are empty, that is, there is no dominance,
MNDS ends since all solutions belong to the first rank.

4) Calculate the rank of each solution.
Lines 2–4 in Algorithm 1 correspond to the first three

phases, respectively. These phases are in turn further described
in Algorithms 2–4, respectively. The calculation of the ranking
of each solution (phase 4) corresponds to lines 5 and 6.

Algorithms 2–4 sort the population P by the objective O
using Algorithm 6, MergeSort(P, O). As previously stated,
this algorithm is based on the merge sort algorithm. When
sorting by the first objective (O = 1), in case of ties,
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Algorithm 1 MNDS(P)
Input: population P
Output: ranking for each solution R

1: R← ∅
2: duplicates← SortFirstObjective(P)

3: if SortSecondObjective(P) then
4: if SortRestOfObjectives(P) then
5: R← GetRanking(P)
6: Update the rank of each duplicates solution with

the rank of its original solution
7: end if
8: end if
9: return R

Algorithm 2 SortFirstObjective(P)
Input: population P
Output: population P, duplicate solutions duplicates

1: ods← ∅ � Dominance set for this objective. ods is
implemented with a bitset

2: duplicates← ∅
3: MergeSort(P, 1)

4: u← P[1] � auxiliary solution u
5: ordinal← 1
6: u.index← ordinal
7: for s : P do � si ∈ P,∀i ∈ {2, . . . , |P|}
8: ordinal← ordinal+ 1
9: if s 
= u then

10: s.index← ordinal
11: else
12: duplicates← duplicates ∪ s
13: P← P− s
14: end if
15: u← s
16: end for
17: return P, duplicates

the lexicographical comparison is applied (see Algorithm 6,
line 2).

The method SortFirstObjective(P) shown in Algorithm 2
implements the sorting by the first objective (phase 1). Line 3
sorts the population P by its first objective using the lexi-
cographic rule in case of ties. Next, the loop (from lines 7
to 16) calculates the index of each solution (lines 8 and 10)
and moves the duplicate solutions (see lines 12 and 13) to the
duplicates list.

The method SortSecondObjective(P) shown in Algorithm 3
implements the sorting by the second objective (phase 2). The
loop (from lines 6 to 8) initializes the solution dominance set
(s.ds) with solutions in ods with an index lower than s.index.
Note that, at each iteration i, the dominance set ods contains
the solutions that dominate si solution for this objective.

The method SortRestOfObjectives(P) shown in Algorithm 4
implements the third phase. The first loop iterates through all
objectives except the first two. The calculation of the dom-
inance sets is carried out by the internal loop (lines 7–13),
which also evaluates if there is dominance among the solutions

Algorithm 3 SortSecondObjective(P)
Input: population P
Output: population P, hasDominance Boolean with whether

there is dominance
1: ods← ∅ � Dominance set for this objective.
2: hasDominance← false
3: MergeSort(P, 2)

4: for s : P do
5: s.ds← ∅
6: if subSet(ods, 1, s.index− 1) 
= ∅ then
7: top← Min(s.index− 1, ods.max)
8: s.ds← ods.subSet(ods.min, top)

9: hasDominance← true
10: end if
11: ods← ods ∪ s.index
12: end for
13: return P, hasDominance

Algorithm 4 SortRestOfObjectives(P)
Input: population P
Output: population P, hasDominance Boolean with whether

there is dominance
1: hasDominance← true
2: Obj← 3
3: while Obj ≤ M ∧ hasDominance do
4: if MergeSort(P, Obj) then
5: hasDominance← false
6: ods← ∅ � Dominance set for this objective
7: for s : P do
8: s.ds← s.ds ∩ ods
9: ods← ods ∪ s.index

10: if s.ds 
= ∅ then
11: hasDominance← true
12: end if
13: end for
14: end if
15: Obj← Obj+ 1
16: end while
17: return P, hasDominance

(line 10). When there is no further dominance, the method
ends.

The last phase, the calculation of the population ranking, is
implemented by the method GetRanking(P). In this method,
the variable maxRank always contains the highest rank value
of all evaluated solutions. Note that the rank of a solution s
is always in the range [1, maxRank + 1]. The internal loop
(lines 6–16) traverses the dominance set s.ds, obtaining the
rank (iR[i], line 7) of each solution in the current dominance
set. If that value is greater than current rank, the rank value
is increased to iR[i] + 1 (line 8). Likewise, if the value of
the rank variable is greater than maxRank (line 10), the rank
value is assigned to maxRank and the search ends. Note that all
dominance sets contain indices to solutions and the rank iR[]
is calculated taking into account these indices. The ranking of
all solutions is stored in R in line 13.
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Algorithm 5 GetRanking(P)
Input: Population P
Output: Population Ranking R

1: R← ∅
2: iR← ∅ � Ranking considering solution indices
3: maxRank← 0
4: for s : P do
5: rank← 0 � Ranking of population solutions
6: for i : s.ds do � for each solution index i in s.ds
7: if iR[i] ≥ rank then
8: rank = iR[i]+ 1
9: end if

10: if rank > maxRank then
11: maxRank← rank
12: iR[i]← rank
13: R[s]← rank
14: break
15: end if
16: end for
17: end for
18: return R

Algorithm 6 MergeSort(P, O)
Input: population P, objective O
Output: population P sorted by objective O,

isSorted Boolean with whether input P is already ordered
1: if O = 1 then
2: isSorted ← Sort P by objective O. In case of ties,

apply lexicographical order for objectives O+ 1 to M
3: else
4: isSorted← Sort P by objective O.
5: end if
6: return P, isSorted

B. Implementation Considerations

We make use of bitsets to deal with sets operations. The
motivation behind using bitsets to represent sets is their capa-
bility of maintaining the set sorted to facilitate the insertion of
elements with a complexity of O(1) while in other implemen-
tations, such as lists, their cost is O(log N). It is worth noting
that we use sorted sets to speed up the intersection opera-
tion between sets. Furthermore, our implementation of bitsets
considers the range of the values in the set [ min, max], the
intersection between two sets a and b is only applied within the
range [Max(a. min, b. min), Min(a. max, b. max)]. Therefore,
the intersection in Algorithm 4, line 8 will not be calculated
if the solutions in ods do not dominate the solution s.

C. Computational and Spatial Complexity

MNDS is based on the merge sort algorithm (see
Algorithm 6) which has the best and worst computational
complexity of O(N log N). The computational complexity of
MNDS (Algorithm 1), in the worst case scenario, is the sum
of the complexities of the methods shown in Algorithms 2, 4,
and 5, which are calculated as follows.

1) Algorithm 2: The worst case belongs to the sorting
which has a complexity of O(N log N).

2) Algorithm 3: Sorting by objective 2 has a complexity
O(N log N). The loop initializes the dominance set (s.ds)
of all solutions, so its complexity is O(N). Each s.ds
is initialized with the indices of those solutions in ods
whose index is less than s.index. The worst case occurs
when the first solution dominates the second, the second
to the third, and so on. In that case, the complexity is
O(N), so the complexity of Algorithm 3, in the worst
case, is O(N2). The best case occurs when there is no
dominance between solutions, or each solution is domi-
nated only by another. In that case, the initialization of
every s.ds is O(1), and the best case of Algorithm 3 is
O(N log N).

3) Algorithm 4: The inner loop calculates the domi-
nance of all solutions in P (O(N)), which computes
the intersection s.ds ∩ ods (O(N)) so this loop has a
worst complexity of (O(N2)). The external loop sorts
(O(N log N)) the population P for each objective except
the first two, that is, objectives 3 to M. Therefore, the
complexity for this algorithm is O((M − 2)(N log N +
N2)). The best case occurs when there is no dominance
between solutions, or each solution is dominated only by
another. In that case, the calculation of the intersection
s.ds∩ ods has a complexity (O(1)) and the best case of
Algorithm 4 is O(N log N). Please, note that Algorithm 4
also performs the early detection of nondominance, in
order to minimize the calculations as much as possible.

4) Algorithm 5: It consists of two nested loops, so its worst
computational complexity is O(N2). The best case of
computational complexity occurs, once again, when each
solution is dominated by another solution. In that case,
the complexity is O(N).

Therefore, the worst complexity of MNDS is the sum of
O(N log N), O(N2), O((M − 2)(N log N + N2)), and O(N2)

which is equal to O(MN2). The best case happens when there
is no dominance among the solutions. In this case, at the end of
Algorithm 3 all the dominance sets of the solutions are empty.
In this case, MNDS ends and its complexity is O(N log N).

It is important to emphasize the difference between our pro-
posal and the state-of-the-art algorithms. In our case, when
the number of fronts decreases the algorithm tends to approx-
imate the behavior of the best case. The spatial complexity is
determined by the size of the dominance sets of each solution
(|si.ds| = |P|) which corresponds to O(N2).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL WORK

A. Implementation Details

To validate the performance of MNDS,4 we compare the
computational time of MNDS with six state-of-the-art algo-
rithms: 1) BOS [3]; 2) HNDS [13]; 3) ENS-SS [9]; 4) ENS-
BS [9]; 5) ENS-NDT [10]; and 6) DDA-NS [12]. To do so,
we use the BOS implementation provided by the authors.5

4MNDS is integrated into the jMetal framework:
https://github.com/jMetal/jMetal.

5https://github.com/Proteek/Best-Order-Sort
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(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

Fig. 2. Experiment 1—Results with a fixed number of solutions, and increasing the number of objectives, using the BOS dataset. (a) 500 solutions.
(b) 1000 solutions. (c) 5000 solutions. (d) 10 000 solutions.

For the ENS-SS and ENS-BS algorithms, the implementations
provided by Buzdalov6 were used with minimal modifica-
tions. ENS-NDT was implemented in Java from the C# source
code provided by the authors. In addition, we implemented the
HNDS and DDA-NS algorithms from scratch. In addition to
computational time, in some experiments, we also count the
number of comparisons of objective function values, as it has
been done in similar studies. We have to point out that most
of the computing time in MNDS is not invested in compar-
ing the objective function values of the solutions, so a good
performance of our algorithm is expected.

The implementation of all the algorithms was done in Java
without using multithreading nor specific CPU/GPU features
as SIMD7 or similar.

B. Experimental Settings

In order to compare the algorithms previously discussed,
four types of experiments were carried out.

1) Varying the number of objectives for a fixed number of
solutions, using the BOS dataset.5

2) Varying the population size for a fixed number of
objectives, using again the BOS dataset.

3) Varying the number of objectives for a fixed popu-
lation size, using datasets generated by NSGA-II. In
this case, we have additionally obtained the number of
comparisons made by each algorithm.

6https://github.com/mbuzdalov/nondominated-sorting
7Single instruction, multiple data.

4) Executing the algorithms within the NSGA-II algorithm.
To do so, we have replaced the original FNDS algorithm
in NSGA-II for each of the evaluated algorithms.

The original BOS dataset contains 10 000 solutions with up
to ten objectives; we extended it to 20 objectives, generating
the new values randomly.

In experiment 1), the algorithms were executed varying the
number of objectives between 3 and 20, with population sizes
of 500, 1000, and 5000. In experiment 2), the size of the
population ranged between 500 and 10 000 with an increase
of 1000 for 5, 10, 15, and 20 objectives. For experiment 3),
the NSGA-II [1] implementation from jMetal [15] was used
to generate 16 datasets obtained after 500 generations for the
DTLZ1 [16], DTLZ2 [16], WFG1 [17], and WFG2 [17] prob-
lems with 5, 10, 15, and 20 objectives. The population size
used was 1000 solutions. All the algorithms were executed
5000 times under the same conditions using the execution
time as a performance measure. The final execution time was
calculated averaging those 5000 executions.8 It is worth not-
ing that the NSGA-II was used with the same problems and
applying the same configuration as the one defined in this
article describing BOS. In this way, when comparing MNDS
against BOS, we are also comparing MNDS, indirectly, with
the other algorithms that were also compared with the BOS
algorithm, that is, FNDS, deductive sort, corner sort, and

8This number of executions mitigates possible differences in runtime values
due to the behavior of the just-in-time compiler and the garbage collector of
Java.
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(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

Fig. 3. Experiment 2—Results with a fixed number of objectives, and increasing the number of solutions, using the BOS dataset. (a) 5 objectives.
(b) 10 objectives. (c) 15 objectives. (d) 20 objectives.

(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

Fig. 4. Experiment 3—Results with the dataset generated by NSGA-II with a population of 1000 solutions after 500 generations (a) DTLZ1. (b) DTLZ2.
(c) WFG1. (d) WFG2.

divide-and-conquer sort. Finally, in experiment 4), NSGA-II
was configured to run for 2000 generations with a population
size of 1000 solutions. The crossover operator used was the

simulated binary crossover, with a distribution index value of
20 and a crossing probability of 90%. As a mutation operator,
we used the polynomial mutation. All the executions used the
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(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

Fig. 5. Experiment 4—Results executing the algorithms within NSGA-II for 2000 generations with a population of 1000 solutions. (a) DTLZ1. (b) DTLZ2.
(c) WFG1. (d) WFG2.

same random seed, and therefore, with the same initial pop-
ulation. The DTLZ and WFG algorithms were configured for
five objectives.

The computer and software versions used have the following
features.

1) Debian GNU/Linux 9.0. 64-bits architecture.
2) 4 x Intel Core i5 CPU M-460. 2.53 GHz.
3) 8 GB of RAM memory.
4) Java Version: 1.8.0-121, 64 bits.

C. Results

The execution times obtained in the experiments, by all the
algorithms, but DDA-NS, are shown in Figs. 2–5. We have
excluded DDA-NS from the figures due to the large differ-
ences in performance with the rest of the algorithms. The
MNDS algorithm was designed to work efficiently with large
population sizes as well as with a large number of objectives.
As a result, the algorithm maintains a very high performance
even if we increase the number of objectives or the size of
the population. With few objectives (≤5) and/or a small num-
ber of solutions, the behavior of the compared techniques
is similar, except for HNDS and DDA-NS which perform
worse than the rest. However, it can be observed in the fig-
ures that: 1) as the number of objectives increases or the size
of the population increases, the rest of the algorithms suffer
a performance degradation and 2) only BOS and ENS-NDT
algorithms present a performance close to MNDS when using
the BOS dataset.

TABLE X
EXPERIMENT 3—NUMBER OF COMPARISONS MADE BY THE

ALGORITHMS WITH THE DATASET GENERATED BY NSGA-II WITH A

POPULATION OF 1000 SOLUTIONS AFTER 500 GENERATIONS

The computing times obtained with the datasets generated
by NSGA-II in experiment 3), indicate that the differences
with the other algorithms are noticeable. The results of exper-
iment 3) can be observed in Fig. 4. As stated in Section III-C,
MNDS tends to approximate the behavior of the best case
when the number of fronts decreases. Such behavior can be
observed in Fig. 5 where MNDS outperforms the rest of the
algorithms when they are running within NSGA-II. We have
to note that in this experiment we are reporting the execution
time of each NSGA-II iteration as performance measure; we
made ten independent runs but the differences in the running
times were negligible (the standard deviations were very small)
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to be observed in the graphs, so we decided to plot a single
value.

The number of comparisons made by each algorithm in
experiment 3) is shown in Table X, where we can observe that
MNDS requires a number of comparisons that is at least one
order of magnitude lower than the best of the other algorithms
compared. This result confirms the expectations we claimed
in Section IV-A.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, we have presented a new and efficient algo-
rithm for computing the nondominated sorting called MNDS
based on the merge sort algorithm. The experimental work
showed that MNDS strongly outperforms the current state-of-
the-art algorithms in terms of running time and the number of
comparisons carried out. Therefore, MOEAs based on Pareto
ranking can strongly benefit from significant time reductions,
particularly in the case of using large populations and solving
many-objective problems.

As future work, we plan to enhance our approach in several
ways. Particularly, we think that the algorithm used to calcu-
late the ranking of each solution from the domination sets
could be improved by the use of different search methods and
data structures. For example, we could use the Timsort algo-
rithm instead of merge sort, and the sequential search used
in finding the ranking of each solution could be replaced by
a binary search or a k-d tree. We will also explore issues,
such as that the performance of the MOEAs using MNDS
will increase as the number of nondominated solutions also
increases. This circumstance occurs in all MOEA algorithms,
that is, as the generations advance, the number of nondomi-
nated solutions also increases. Finally, we will also consider
to adapt our algorithm to be used in steady-state EAs.
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